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INTRODUCTION
The proole

■

of tbroabos:1a and. pul■ onary e11bolia■

has been in the past, 1s at the present day and 1n

all probability will continue to be in the future� one

or the foremost medical and surgical problems 1o th•.

field of medicine.

A statement by Robertson (71) will describe the

meaning and·p1eture

or post operative embolism. He

states, "Fatal pulmonary embolism is a maJor tragedy,
particularly when it afflicts patients following

surgical operations, tor almost all sunh patients

are well on the road to recovery and without this

catastrophe would·probasly be completely restored to

a normal state of health.

these

The clinical historie.s of

patients are chiefly remarkable because of the

sameness.

The age is 30 years or older.

1s ;Likely to be more than average,

The weight

The operation is

al)dominal and the-more serene the events during and

following the operation, the more likelihood there is

of venous thrombosis and resulting embolism.

There

are no major complications such as peritonitis,
pneUDlonia or formation of abscess.
peculiarly uneventful.

convalescence is

suddenly almost out of a clear

sky, there 1e strange restlessness, rapidly ensuing
l
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shock with eubsternal distress, air hunger, col
lapse and death usually in two to fifteen minutes.

The horror of the patient's relatives is echoed by

the poignant distress and shock of the attendin&
�urgeon, colleagues and nurses.

After surviving the

ordinary perils which may accompany any operation and
after assurance of cure is clearly manifest to all,

like a stroke or li&htning, this unexpected agent of

th& grim reaper appears �n the scene and wipes out at

one blow the results of the otherwise aucoesstul operat1on aud post operative care."

Just what part pulmonary e mbolism plays in medie1ne

is shown by the statistics or de Takata. (30)

He

states

that two of every one thousand surgical oases suffer
pulmonary embolism, that 2 per cent of all hospital

deaths and 6 per cent of all poet operative deaths are
due to pulmonary embolism, while 10 per cent of all

autopsies show pulmonary clots.

Others have quoted

stat1st1ea also, some differing from these; however,

most are quite consistent with or similar to these

,figures.

Any

cl in1cal or patl:t.olog1cal entity which is

this preTalent deserves the utmost and closest attention.
Pott (69) also presents a true picture of the

problem when he states, "Pulmonary embolism is common

enough to keep the surgeon worried, uncommon enoU&b,
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to give him a false sense of security, and erratic

enough 1n its incidence to bolster his faith 1n any
method of preventative treatment."

The atateme nt has often been made that pulmonary

embolism is on the increase especially since the last

World war.

If this is so., it 111 �n alarming statement

not only because of the results, but because it would

seem to indicate that the principles or prophylaxis
now being employed are falling.

believes it is due to:

de Takata (31)

1. Lengthening of the average lite
expectancy.
2. An 1n�rease in nWlber of and
longer survtval of cardiovascular
patients.
3. An inerease in hospitalization and
immobilization of patients.
4. The larger volume or surgery on t.m
aged and handicapped patients.
5. The greater use of intravenous
therapy and diuretics.

Metcalf (59) backs de Takata with the same state

ment and adds that the increase in use of tobacco,

causing vascular irritability is another factor.

Plewes (68) also adds tbat the modern Gateh-Frame bed
permits a semi-Fowler's poe1t1on which induces stasis

of

V8!J!lOUS

flow.

To all of this must be added--Is there really so

much of an increase as is suspected or is it 4ue in

part. to more accurate diagnosis and the fact-that
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pbys1e1ans are more aware or the poss1b111ty of pul

monary embolism?

I believe this adds a great many

cases to the present-day number of cases of pulmonary

embolism.

It this is so, then the increase is both

relative and real.•

An attempt will be made here to diseuse the prob

lem of thrombosis and its complication, pulmonary em

bolism in comple·t• form, yet in as cone1se a manner as
possible.

I do not mean to indicate that pulmonary em

bolism is the only complication of �hromboeia, but 1t
is the only one here with wh1eh I am interested.

Emphas�s wlll be laid upon the most practical points
•.,,

throughout, the complicated and expensive processes being

lees elaborated upon.

It might be well to add here that in reading about,

or 1n discussing thrombosis, one must remember that
thrombosis, phlebitis and thrombophlebitis are con

sidered together because of the d1ft1culty in drawing a
sharp demarcation line between these three conditions.

Moet phlebitides are associated with some thrombosis
and even the blandest thrombosis provokes a reactive

inflammation of the adjacent vein wall.

The three

terms, moreover, are widely interchangeable.

The use

frequently reflects the opinion held as to the relatively
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importance of vein infection and thrombosis 1n the

evolution or the picture.
described as:

The different types are·

1. Femoral-Uiac thrombophleb1t1a.
Alba Dolens.

Phlegmas1a

This 1a a common type which causes a
great white swollen leg. scene 1s the
principal vein draining the leg 1n the
region of the groin.

2. Thrombopblebitis in the deep veins ot
the lower leg.

Tn1s affects the great plexus of veins
among the calf muscles. Thia plexus is
a system for emergency use.

3. Throm00phlebitis 1n non-var1cosed superficial veins .
Tn1a 1s a freakish process, often lo,cal,
but sometimes causes minor pulmonary em
bolism.

4. Thrombophlebitis 1n varicosed veins.

A common disease, but not dan�erous and
rarely a source of embolism. (42)

�-

ETI�OOY
It must be said in the beginning that this
question is by no means �ettled as yet.

�owever,

there are certain fac�ors which, when permitted to
assert themselves, will produce thrombosis.

Also

this question is not a new one oecause Virehow (55)
recognized the tact that large aseptic organized

thrombi may form in the femoral veins, or in. their

tributaries, or sometimes in the pelvic veins.

He

recognized the serious consequence that resulted

if they became dislodged.

To discuss the etiolo gical factors without first

cons�dering the pathology would be r_olly.

Therefore,

a discussion of the patholog y will preceed the

etiological factors.

Thrombosis may be defined as the formation or.a

clot from the elemen.ts or the circulating blood during

lite.

The word "circulating" must tie highly emphasized
.

.

to prevent any misconception of the actual process
which is going on.

This word differentiates thrombosis

from clotting, which is a chemical· biological process.

The question then arises: are the principles concerned
1n thrombus formation the same ae those concerned in

normal blood coagulation?
6

Kason, Welch and Kaecallum (56)
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b�l1eTe it is and Kaecallu stat••• "Tn• •baraeter

ot thrombi 1s Tery d1tterent in some respects trem
that or pestmorte■ olota, although·the pr1ne1plea

•onoerned in their formation are the same, except trr
the single 11e ohan1•al tactor or tne, atrea111ng meve•

:ment of the 11lood which d1at,uraa the ordinary pre
cess or clott1ng and •rings into proa1nen•• the

feature of prel111inar7 agglut1nat1on ot platlets.

The charaGter1st1c properties or blood ep■ pletelJ

qual1t7 1t to be termed a "colloid solut1en• and

�e1ng a "eollo1dal solu-tion" 1t seems most logi•al

that eoagwlation taking place 1n suca a system should
•• aubJect to interpretations appl1oable to sucn col•

lo1dal phenomena.
,

"Apparentl7 the circulating blood, aa it pasaea

through normal tissues,_ 1s maintained in d•l�•ate
•q�111Dr1u.

various tactora, espee1ally those aw►

stances capa•l• ot earr71og an eleetre-negatiYe enarge,

are capable or d1stura1ng this eq•1119r1ua, the mos\
oommon agent being injury to tissue.•

John Hunter (88) enunc1ate4 tne belief tnat 1n•

tlammat1on �f the vein wall was tn& neceaaary pre•ursor

ot thron�ua rormatien and that tne olot was always
secondary.

v1rcnow, noweYer, established tha ••n�
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ception of thrombosis as an 1ntravascular coagulation
due to slowing and eddying of the circulation.
At its very start then, thrombosis is not clotting
for it begins as a deposition or platlets onto the
intim a, in places where their death will be most in

convenient to form a homogenous mass in small-Tidges
at right angles to the stream.

of platlets is their stickiness.

The chief characteristic
With the slowing or

tne stream which has been produced by the mass or plat
lets on the intima, white blood cells are deposited on
top of the platlets causing tne1r death and the forma
tion of a. thrombus.

Fibrin formation plays no part in

the origin of the thrombus, but may occur at its periphery
as a result of the liberation of ferments from the
agglutinated platlets and corpuscles.

The thrombus

will continue to grow and will then be composed or all

the,elements round in the blood stream.

The youngest

portion, the tail, 1s a soft portion with no supporting
framework of platlets.

A

thromous will continue to

grow until its proximal end meets a vigorous stream
and there it will most likely heal--at .the point wnere
another branch carrying a good strong stream enters tne
thrombosed vessel.

That stasis is induc1ve to thrombus

formation 1s a well known tact; however, it is not so

•
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well known that in complete stasis, the 1nt111a being

intact, a thrombus will not form.

At least there

must be some movement of the blood.
What happens to the th rombus and the, surrounding

tissue after its formation?

Murray and :MacKenzie (62)

have done considerable work in this field and are able

to give us the picture step by step.

formation or a th rombus there is

no

Four hours a_rter.
change in the

intima and no sign of media, adventitia or perivaseular inflammation.

Twenty-four hours later shows

no gross intimal change, but on microscopic examination
an invasion or leuooeytes into the thrombus has begun.

In forty-eight hours a polymorphular leucocyte in-

vasion has occurred at th� periphery of the patholog1eal

process; the int1ma is not'aB clearly outlined or defined

as before, there is endothelial swelling and perivenous
infiltration with leueocytee.

With the removal of the

thrombus at this stage, it will rapidly be followed by
another.

In five days there has been an extensive in

vasion of the thrombus, venous wall and perivenous
tissue with granulation tissue and leuoooytea.

seven

days later presents a picture ot a mass 1n which the

thrombus and the venous wall are hardly d1at1ngu1shable.
This has been a very helpful eontr1bution to the picture
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of thrombosis and 1a of immeasurable value 1n the
therapy of this disease.
Now with the pathology of thrombosis 1n mind,
we may consider the various etiological factors.
These will be discussed under the following headings:
1. Retardation of blood flow.
2. PhYsieal and chemical enanges
of the blood.
3. Trauma.
4. Altered metabolism.
5. Inflammation and infection.
6. Miscellaneous

RET.ARD�TION OF BLOOD FLOW
That this conception 1s not new, is demonstrated
by the Aschoff theory ("55), wnicn in-reality was
originally elaborated by Virehow and was retained and
elaborated on further by Aschoff.

The prime importance

of tnistheory is t.nat today, nearly a century later,

our treatment is almost entirely influenced by it.
stasis forms the basis of his tneory.

He maintained

that as long as there was good active circulation of tne
returning venous blood to the heart from the vessels_·of
the lower extremities and pelvis, there would be no
thrombosis.

Because he believed in this theory, he

looked for tne causes of the stasis.

Knowing that

the femoral vein and its tributaries contained valves,
he believed tnat these valves caused eddies and retro-
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grade whirlpools thereby reducing tlow ot the blood.
He called attention.

to the taunt Poupart'e ligament,
.

especially in the prone position.

In these so-called

eddies and whirlpools platlets collected here, ad-

hered to the 1nt1ma of the vessel wall and gave a

roundat1on tor the collection of leucocytes wh1eh be
came agglutinated, thus liberating a thromboplast1c

substance to bring about the transtormat1on or tibr1nogen
to fibrin to form a wh1te thrombus wh1ch he calls the
"head".

Anatomy--

As the thrombi with which we are hereby concerned

arise. mostly ln tne lower extremit1es, �he question 1m

mediately arises--why?

The anatqmy peculiar to this

region of the body par.tly answers our question.

TWO eig\i�s are especiall;tavored by.thrombosis.

The first is where the left iliac vein crosses the

promontory of the sacrum and the second in the femoral

vein beneath Poupart's ligament.

In Aschof!'a theory

he emphasized the fact that the "white" portion which

.

.

was the origin or the thrombus, was most frequently·
found beneatn Poupart's ligament, 1o post operative

cases. Besides the fact that the left iliac vein crosses

the promontory of the sacrum, it must be remembered that
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the lett common 111ac vein also passes under the
right common iliac artery at a right angle and that
each external iliac vein passes behind a hypogaetric
artery.

the arrangement of these vessels cannot but

help to prodace retardation of the venous flow.

Sixty

six per cent of the cases of demonstrated thrombosis
occur 1n the left extremity, 20 per cent 1n th�-�1ght
and 14 per cent bilaterally; however, embolism is as
common from the right as from the left.
The above conditions don't account for the frequency
of thrombosis in the veins farther down, especially in

· the calf of the leg, as has been demonstrated by Hunter,
Sneeden, Robertson and Snyder. (78)

They removed the

gastroenemius and soleus muscles from 351 bodies

collected from four hospitals and studied 209 pairs.

The results were: thrombi were found in 52.7 per ce.ot

of the 351 bodies and the veins in the soleus ac

companying the lower arteries were occluded twice as
frequently as in the gaatrocnem1us.

It 1s a known and accepted fact that the anatomy

of the venous system does not ·tollow a c areful pattern

as does the arterial system; therefore, there are many
anomalous and various branches and patterns in the'
former systems which may cause slowing of the venous flow,
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eddies, retrograde flow and an ideal home for the

deposition of platlets which Ascnorr so firmly be
lieved in.

Also that an excessive number of venous

channels are present in the muscles of the lower
limb, which are used only at an urgent time ·or 1n the
hard working of these muscles, is also known and that
one can ll!_tl� expeet anything but stasis in these
vessels under normal or resting conditions can little
be argued.

These eond1tions may help to account fer

the high percentage of thrombi in tne peripheral part
of the lower extremities.
cardiac Instability--

Nearly all are.familiar with the spectacular at
tacks and death which oftentimes follow a non-remark
able post operative convalescence.

Because of this,

I believe most or us have thought thrombosis and em

bolism were most common following operative conditions;
however, that this f.act is not true is borne out by the
following men.

Belt (17) routinely dissected the pul

monary arteries in 3,000 eases which came to autopsy
and found,the incidence

or embolism to be 10 per cent,

the greatest number having been bed-ridden patients
beyond middle lite suffering from eon�estive heart
failure or chaenet1e states.

White (87) kept a record

•
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of 7,350 private patien�s frem 1920 to 1940 and 1n

these he made a diagnosis of 75 pulmonary embolisms.
Of these 75 cases he states 60 per cent of them
I

complicated heart disease and are as follows:
26
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2
l
3

Coronary disease, mostly with myo
cardial infarction.
Rheumatic heart disease, mostly
with m1tral etenosis and auricular
fibrillation.
Hypertensive heart disease.
Patent duotus arter1osus w1th sub
acute baoter1al endocard1t1s.
cardiao enlargement with no other
abnormality than cnron1c auricular
fibr1llat1on or flutter.

BUrke (20) states that at w1scons1n General Hospital

2,613 autopsies were performed 1n thirteen years and

represented 70 per cent of all deaths in that period.
ln tnese cases thrombosis was encountered 648 times

or in nearly 25 per cent.of the posted cases.

Of

tnese, 427 were strictly medical patients, "cardiacs"

leading the 11st and 195 were 11 surg1oals" while 26 were
in a m1scellan&ous group.

When the neart le weakened, whatever may be tne

cause, there will be a decrease in tne stroke volume

and 1n the efficiency wh1cn means less output.

Th1e

will lead to decreased return flow because the head

pressure w111 be weakened.

The part to suffer first

will be �hat farthest away from the heart--the veins,
because they do not have as much musole and elastic
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tissue in their walls as do the arteries and they
fail to maintain an'adequate return circulation;
therefor·e, they are the first to become congested.
This theory 1s ·backed by Belt (16) who states, though.
heart disease ranks first, what 1s the relationship
I

of cardiac incompetence to the development of venous
thrombosis?

It has been assum ed that a slower cir

culation time was the answer, but

no

def1nlte amount

of evidence of decreased blood flow was available
until Blumgart and Weiss (16) demonstrated that 'the
circulation time 1s appreciably prolonged in cardiac
insuff'ic1ency and the flow from peripheral veins to
the right side of' the heart 1a def 1n1tely slower.

Aschoff (16) polnted out that the veins of the lower
extremlty are tne first to suffer retardation of flow
when the general elrculat1on lags.
This immediately fulfills one of the important

factors 1n the production of thrombosis.

In this group

may be included any acute or chronic disease which af
fects tne heart thereby indirectly lending itself' as
a causativ e factor.
Immobil1ty--

Prolonged rest in oed or tmmob111ty is a lending

factor to stasis and because or this, modern-day surgeons

attempt to reduce the length of bed stay as much as

possible 1n tneir patients; Just the opposite of the
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surgeons or yesterday.

The muscles of the lower

extremity exert and produce a milking like action
wh1eh massages the vessels thereby creat1ng an in
With bed rest we

creased flow towards the heart.
lose this.

The modern Gatch-Frame bed is very com

forting to the patient but permits the patient to
get into a position which bends the body at the
junction of the extremities with the body and causes
pressure on the vea�els draining these parts. - This,

with prolonged immobility, is something considerably
worth thinking about.

Also with prolonged bed con

finement, we are'familiar with the results it pr�
duces upon the heart and blood pressure.

This brings

us back to the above paragraph on cardiac instability.

Though we don't have a decomp ensated condition to

deal with, we tend toward circulatory stasis as brought
out by Homans (43) who stated that retardation of

venous return comes about most nat:imally during life

in bed.

Respiratory Disturbance--

Respiration plays an important part in return of

venous blood from the lower body and extremities by

exerting a negative -pressure in the thoracic cage, which
1n turn transmits this to the veins •

'

This tendency to accelerate the flow

or venous

---
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blood is often decreased by aucn conditions as pul
monary emphysema, decreased respiration following
surgery due to pain and the anesthesia, pneumonia
and tight abdominal dressings which limit the ex
cursions of the diaphragm.

All of this adds to the

stasis of the venous system alao.
Abdominal Pathology--

Although the abdomen plays more or leas of a
minor part in return of venous flow, it can hinder
the return to quite some extent.

The rect1 abdominis helped to raise the diaphragm

in normal conditions but in post surgical conditions ot
the abdomen, there �s splinting of the abdomen by all
o� the abdominal muscles, tight abdominal binders and

distention, which in turn decrease respiratory move

ment.

Distention, whether post operative or in non

operative conditions, abdominal tumors and masses,

abdominal adiposity and pelvic congestion all partake

in stasis of the venous system.
Hemorrhage and Shook--

The part hemorrhage will play 1o producing-venous

stasis will be guided by the amount of blood lost, the
speed at whioh the loss occurs and the general con

dition of the body before hemorrhage.

Obviously it a
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very small amount of blood is lost over quite some
time, the· body will easily account for it.

Ir a

sudden large hemorrhage should occur, there will be
a loss of circulating volWJe which the body is unable
to r6plaee, then shock will ensue which only makes the
condition worse.

The heart will beat more rapidly

thereby reducing the pressure gradient--all lead1J18 to
etasis.

Shock produces venous stasis by another method.
Regardless of the cause of shock, the result is the
same.

There is a loss of circulating ·fluid (plasm a)

to the tissues which 1n turn causes hemoconcentration
and leads to anoxemia

or

the tissue, which causes in

creased dilatation of the capillaries.
1s thus established.

A vicious cycle

The heart is beating rapidly and

a drop 1n the blood pressure occurs.

These things work

together to give rise to circulatory stasis, especially
venous.

Varicose Veins-Because of their anatomy, pathology aod infection

these veins very•· very often are found to give rise to
stasis.

These veins are located in the superficial

fascia of the lower extrem1t1ee beneath the skin and
supertieial to the muscles.

Because of this, they do

not receive the benefit of the milking action of the
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••a•lea.
!aere

seems te •• s11ae tuU.1&1 t.end.•n•1 fer

dilatation aod •••ldati•n ot t.n••• aupert1e1al Yein•

al••• Thia. with the preeee41ng taet.or, Jl.tta the hi&ll.

1ne14enee. or 1nteoi1en all ••1nta and leada .to at,asia.
lliseellan••••--

B•r• we 11a7 1n•lude tear and tri&h�•. When a

patient 1a in-dere4 to ••4.•y a pbya1e1an, the latter
otte-n

usea fear as, the; aYenue _or ap.pr.eaoh t.• keep the

patient 1n ltecl.,

Beoauae or this, the patient ma,_ re

fuse to ■ eve nor■all7 and more eapeeiall7 it 1t -urta
him.

TM reau-lt. then 1• that.. wh1•h waa d1aeusae4 11nder

the headlng et 1a■e•ll1t.J•

.ttHYSlCAL AND OHKIIIC.AL CHAIGKS OF THE BLOOD
In aeareh1ng tor the eaus.e of •land tnromaee1a, I
ltelieve noth1n&, llaa been ae.tbereughl7.1nveat1pted aa

the field or ltl•ed ehe11.11\PJ•. nery ■ eana ot determ1n1n&
the oona\1t.uenta and pat�oleg1eal findings or •l•o4 haa
heen repeate4l.y·pertorme4 en thousands of patient.a te.

aaoerta1n it the answer lay deeply hidden in· th• blee4.

W1\h all or the knGwled&• er Ghea1a\ry, the answer.
iron1eall.7 enoqll, baan' t, ••n1 taancl.
•r.

That pathele17

change• in the .W.c,.od are present, 1a not· delNlt•4• fer

these oh&ngea are trequent.-17 ••paa1a.e4 •Y el 1n1•al •►

--

I
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servers, but their significance has not been definitely
established.

Because or this, they aren't permitted to

come out and state bluntly that this or this is the
immediate cause or determining factor in throm bosis.
To discuss this particular phase of etiology is
rather a technically difficult problem in more ways
than one, but more especially because the true_ meaning
of the findings aren't :realized; therefore, I believe
the best way ls to discuss it according to the con

stituents of the blood--flu1d and cellular.
Changes in Plasma-In the presence of thrombosis there is a shift or
the albUJ11n-globul1n ratio with a decrease in al'bumin
and an increase in the globulin content, an increase
1n 11po1d content, an increased carbon dioxide combiniqg
power, an increase in calcium content and an increase in
the fibrinogen content.

de Takata (30) states that thia

shift or the A-G ratio, the increase 1n·t1brinogen, and
the increased blood viscosity with an increase in number
or platlets facilitates agglutination or platlets.
That no one of these alone seems to be the definite

factor, is sited by various men throughout the world.

In

kidney disease tney often find a change 1n the A-G ratio,
yet there is apparently no increase in the incidence or

•-
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t.braaea1a here.

In eerta1n oth•� ayst.e■ 1• 41aeaaes

sueb. as dia'betea, Gau•h.er's disease. llie11ann•Pieka

disease and 11po14 nepb:ras1a, there 1a a llpea1a 1n

all of'· thea,e-, 7et. 1a t.llere, a high.- 1ns-1.ten•• et threalt.. 1aT
_,

Agaln not•

,

Heit.her deea alkalea1a show an 1ncrease4

t.nrom Dos1a.

N•ne of-these- eond1t1ena alone seem to produoe an

1nc�eased t.hrombos1a; therefore. lt they play a part 1n

tll1a pheneaena it·■uat •• 1.n·tne rele et as, s1st.an•••
Changes 1n tbe oella-�

A 4••rease in the aet.•&1- nwaaer ot red aloo4 ••lla
1a round and. thia, 111te ether oend1t1ena, 1a net un4er

stoodt. It must lie stated here, t.heqh, that a relative
increase in red alood eella may lie _due to denydratlen.
An increase or leueeeytea 1a also present.

Allen (2)

eomea te the reaeue here with the at.at.ement, that a post
eperative inoreaae in the .nWl••r et leueeeytea ia s11•

nitleant, beoause leu•••1t•• are knewn t.o turn1ah throa•o-

plaat-ic suaatancea
whieh
play an 1■port,a.at par\ in the
�
.
ooagulat1&n or 1,lc,c,d..

te- Takata (30) eontir■a thia

ep1n1on hel4 by Allen.

Plat.lets, aecause they pla7 a lar1• part 1n the

et1elegy of thr�■bosis, are the meat, 1apertan\ p&Z"\ et
the eell•lar •hang•• 1n t.he �leo4. Galleway (72) noted
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these cells increased up to 180 per c_ent in 10 cases
1n which embolism followed fracture.

Though this high

figure has not been ascertained by other men, all state

there has been a definite increase 1n the number ot
platlets.

Hueck, nawborn, Earlam and Evans {69) found'

a platlet rise from the sixth to tenth post operative
day, the more extensive the operation the greater the

rise; however, Allen (69) found no uniform or significant
variation in this count in post operative patients.
Broch, Krum-bhaar and Evans (62) noticed that high
platlet counts tend to coincide with shortened clotting
times and a tendency to thrombosis.

The part that platlets play in thrombosis has been

stated 1n the paragraph on etiology of thrombos·1s.

It

is w.ell to remind the reader though that 1f the beginn1n&
of a thrombus 1s the agglutination of platlets, one can
readily see what influence an increase in the number of
platlets will have upon the process.

Russum {72) states that perhaps the only common

factor 1n the occurrence of all tn.rombosia 1s the libera
tion or increased amounts
lation.

or

tissue juices into the circu

He furth ermore sites the findings of Pickering

and Motnur (72) who state that the ingress of tissue

Juices into tne c1rculat1on induces hypercoagulability

and later an increased number of platlete, but they go
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on te say that th1a does not suft1•• tor tne 1neept1•n •f thremboa 1a.

Thia last. s.tat.e■•nt ten._• t.e .

■1t1gate the tull part, that platleta play 1n thrGmboa1a

and 1apresa upon us the though\ tbat even thouga .iatieta

are so rer7 1.Jlpertant, they are not the ••l• eauae.

Robertsen (71) yet d1Y1dea the b�•o4 pietQ?'e int•

anotller subject. ether tll.&n the fluid and eelllll.ar ele■enta.

He in•ludes this third par\ un4er the headin& er enanges

in blood pneneaena.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Here be sualiat,a tiYe phen•ena.

Increased sed1mentat1en rate.
lnereaae4 agglutination an4 olup1ng
ot platleta.
-Ioata�111ty er eleetr1e charge •t
elee\rel7t.1• elements et aloed
colloids.
Increased blood visoeaity.
Sb.orten1ng ot Bleeding and ooagulation t1lle.

These t1ve oend1t1ens seea to�• the result ot the tore•

geing conditions rather than a \et.ally different or�

conneeted proeeaa.

An 1n•rease4 ae41mentatien rate ma,

•• the exsept1on here because it 1s an 1odioat1oa •f

intlumatien .or 1nteot1on.

In bland thramboe1a in

fection isn't, as a rule, a part et the picture, \hough

zi•meraan (88) states that 1n no case or bland tnrembos1s

is a thrombus present .without 1ntlaamat1on.

The increased agglut1nat1en and •loping et platleta

ia the result or an 1nereased DWlber ot pla\leta and a

ch�nge 1n the A-G rat1e; tne increase 1n -1ee4 v1a•oa1t.y

•
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and the shortening_ef alee41ng and ••&&ulat1on t1••

1a a result ot 1ncrease4 l•••••1toa11 and an increase

in the nwaaer et platleta, while 1nataa111ty et the

eleotr1e charge et ele•trel7t1• elements ot bloo,

eollo1da 1a produced •1 ehangea 1n the pretein et tba

alood and A•G rat1e.

Atkin• (3).atatea that the 11berat1en ot thrMbe

k1nase at the sight ot operation 1a not an important

tactor upon the eft•�t or throabos1a.

Patey (3) 1n

Jecte4 threa•et1naae in large dose• into the peritoneal

eaY1ty of an1■als and round that the •lotting time was

net shortened.

Also as L1ater p•ints out t.nat plll•

monary •••ol1a■ 1a rare after operation• on the Dreast

and the kidney where there 1s considerable amount ot
tissue 1nJury and l1beratien ot throm�ek1naae, tits

with thia theory and t1nd1ng.

Increased blood v1aeea1ty is due to loss et tlaids.

This is Tery imp•rtant in the role or thronbus toraat1on
and 1n the preTent1on and treatment ot 1t.

Iamed1atelJ

the question ar1aea--what is responsible for 1nereaae4

alood v1scoa1ty?

The answer lies 1n the loss of fluida.

Thia may eome aneut by several means.
•

I

Dehydrat1en 1a

not so easily aecompl1she4 1n an aat1Te man 1n goe4

health but in one who ia 1n peor health, eontine4 to bed

and with a poor appetite, 1t 1a not so hard to -ring abeut•
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Vomiting, diarrhea, he11orrbage, excsasiye persp1rat.1on,

poor intake of fluids, t.oxe■ia and the exeesa1ye loss

or fluids due te oYer ae4ieat1en with d1vet.1ca are

other measures wnereay loss of tluida ·aay oeeur to
produee hemoconoentrat1oa.

This is the picture ot the alood and 1ta part. 1n

thrombosis.

It gives us mueh of what goes on, yet.

beeau�e we don't understand the meaning ot all ef the

findings we cannot place the sole cause or bland throa•

bos1s here.

In the discussion of etiology ot bland tnromboa1a,

I believe no one subje et, hae 'been more argued., diseuaaed
aod. opposite Yiewa arr1Yed upon tnan that or traW1a.

The part traU11a is purported to play in thrombosis de�·

pends upon the author or the artiele,.the type of eases
he mostly handles and his experiences.

some belieYe

this to be tne most 111pertant of all et the et1oleg1cal

ractors.

vanee (79) 1a of this opinion and states that

1nJury to the endothelial lining or the alood vessels 1a

considered the most important tact.or in the formation or

thrombosis.

Tnose who deal with traaatlt surgery are

also often or the opinion that traU11a plays the 11aJor
role.

Robertson (71) states tnat trauma was present in
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every aase ot tnrollboaia whether accidental, operative,

puerperal, septic or psJe.l!lie and in 11edieal eases ove:zo..

work, starvation, prelenged illness and worry waa present.

Potta (69) also sites tissue traaa as one of the moat

important of the etiological factors.

TraU11a ean be d1Ylded 1nto trauaa of surr•un41Jll

tissue and trauma of the endothelial lining et the

vessels.

The part that traU11a plays 1n that of sur

rounding tissue is not well understood.

Ir its part la

due to the release of large amounts or thro■�eplastie

substance by maJor inJur1ea sueh as waleh occur with

auto a�cidents and crushing 1nJuries, thon it isn't se

much of a problem, yet we must remember what Atkins (3)

has said.

It t.n1s 1s. true; then we are still as mueh 1n

tne dark as ever.

What he hellevea must not be forgotten

because this fact 1s borne out by cases of tnrombos1s

whieh have occurred with very minor acc14ents. •Cases

are on reeord where thrombosis has resulted trom such

minor aecli enta as tne turn1ng or the ankle, the h1tt1ig
of a leg on a· chair and sueh.

surelJ it seems rather

1aproba�l• that thrombosis would result trom such ae

cidenta as tnese, especially when the pat1ent remains
&11bulator7, 1r the answer lies 1n the liberation or

thromboplastie substances; to be, contrasted with opera-
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t1ons on the breast and kidney which produce a maximWI
am64nt of tissue damage, yet practleally never are
fellowed by thrombosis.
Ho mans (43) sites.
.

.

The answer may be that which

He regards traWla as that which

often touches ·off thrombosis when the background ie
favorable.

The part 1nt1mal damage plays 1n thrombosis 1a

somewhat more evident.

It 1s not hard to see that a

break in the continuity of tne intimal 11n1ng may pro
duce a nidus for the collection of platlets which start
tne production of a thrombus or release enough tnrombo
plaet1c substance to ase·ist in thrombus. production.
The question 1mmed1ately arises as to how this
intimal damage occurs •. Intimal damage is produced by
many factors: gross external trauma, intravenous therapy,
varicose vein injection, arteriosclerosis, diabetes
and Burger's disease.

Barker (10) states that it has

been preeurned, although never proved, that in severe
infections lesions of the vascular intima may be· pro

duced by bacteria and toxins.

Thomas Orr (64) brings

out the part of intravenous therapy in the production
ot thrombosis via injury to the 1ntima.

He dislikes

prolonged intravenous therapy, esp-ee1-ally when u-s1.- ng
byperton1c solution••

He states that if intravenous
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therapy is necessary, use it for short periods and

make tne injections at different locations.

The part

intravenous therapy plays in the production of thrombosis
seems rather unimportant wnen one considers that throm
bosis is most prevalent in the lower extremities and'

pelvis, while I-v•a'are moat often given 1n the upper
extremity.

westdahl (86) also tnrows doubt oo the part

of intimal damage 1n thrombosis.

He states that trauma

to the vessels at the operative a1te is not an· 1DI�

portant factor, as thrombosis often occurs in vessels
distant from the site of operation.

He continues, however,

to say that small non-fatal emboli may arise from the
small tributary veins near the operative field.

Though trauma eontinues to be one of the most im

portant of the etiological factors, it by no means

closes the question of etiology or answers all of the

many questions.

ALTERED METABOLISll

Potts (69) places altered metabolism only second

to retarded circulation as one or the many etiological
ractors.

That altered metabolism 1s a single and non

assoc1ated entity isn't true, ratner it 1s associated
with all other factors in providing thrombosis.

Thinking or the pathology and foregoing dlscuasion,
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one would know in what direction it wae altered-
decreased.
is due te.

Next. one also asks what the alteration

Potts (69) states that dehydration.

low food intake and drugs are responsible tor this
change.

The causes of dehydration have been discussed

and the result ot heaoconcentrat1on is sluggish c1r
ew.atio.o which reduces metalDolisa, which in turn re ..

duces circulation, thereby setting up a v1c1o�s cycle.
Ketabol1s■ is essentially the buildin& up and

tearing down process ot the body, the amount of rood

and the endoorine system regulating the metabolie rate.

With the endocrines held constant, then t'ood is the
regulator.

Now patients who are 111, confined .to bed,

post operative or on restrieted dieta either don't

have as good an appetite as 1s naturally becoming to

them, or aren't permitted to eat tree; full meals and

will have a reduced metab•lie rate.

The body 1a

functioning at a lower level and �he cardiac output ia
reduced to a minimWI•

The type ot food eonsU11ed al••

has a bearing upon this problem.

It 1s known that in•

creased coagulabilitJ follows increased protein intake

and that the lack of sueh etraet fellows with earb ...

hydrate and tat intake; in tact, high protein feedings

9e

are used to treat hemorrhagic diseases.

P1cker1n& and
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Kothur (72) studied diet and its influences upon.
thromboaia also.

They round that the aglutinabillty

of platlets ■uch less after a meal ot ear�obydratee
than after meat, and that 1nereaaed protein intake

increases the tendeney of the platleta to olu■p_and

disintegrate.

Drugs are the th1r4 factor in Pott's (69) d1sw

cussion and he retera mostly to sedatives.

Sedatives

are one of the most widely used drugs tor surgery, pre
and post operative, and med1e1ne.

turates and.epiatea lead the 11st.

or

these, �ar�i

It must be elearly

stated here that Petta is net condemning the use of

sedatives in the praetlee or med1o1ne, Dut urges.the

most extreme eaut1on in their uses.

Sedatives allay

the patient's tears, causes relaxa�ion, preduoes deep

sleep, decrease in blood pressure and reduees breathing
by depressing the h1gner respiratory center.

this causes a reduction or the metabolic rate.

All ot
The

patient doesn't exercise as ■uch as preTioual7_and

blood 1s not sucked into the lungs as well because ot

depressed respiration.

He also states that meta•olism may be further 4e•

creased by psychie depression fro■ tear ot surgery,

toxemia tro• anestheaia and trauma and shoek troa lose

I

•

of blood.
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These, with the above three faotora,

form his conception of altered metabolism.
Kills (61) quite well correlates protein feeding
and metabolism with the production of thrombosis.

He

believes there 1s a close correlation between a rapid
platlet elU11ping and lysis which takes -place at such
a time of increase or high protein feeding and that
rather strenuous exercise may produce similar effects
on the blood coagulability and platleta.

Since the

onset of thrombosis is usually baaed on a platlet

clumping and_dis1ntegration in stagnant venous blood,

and since so frequently one sees it appear at about
the same time that the ·patient is put on a free full
diet and allowed out of bed, he believes the connection
of these events significant.

INF.L.AfMIMATION AND INFECTION
T.tle end result of infection and 1nflauat1on upon
the production of thrombi is quite well known; however,
the explanation of their presence isn't so well known •
..

The part they play is made ev�n more difficult by the
eonfusion in the literature of the terms phlebitis,

thrombosis and thrombopblebitis.
Years ago John Hunter (88) enunoiated the belief
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that intluaat1on ot the Tein wall was the neeeaaary

precursor to thrombosis formation, and that the clet
was always seeond.ar7.

Thia theory haa mostly 'been re

placed by virchew' s theor7•.

Just how inflammation or infe•\ien produces bland.

thromboe1s can' t as yet be •x�lainad.

Z1■merman

(88)

tells us that leeal inflaamation or infect1en preducea

alteration or the vein wall as the initial eha0ge, ltut

with bland thrombosis this phenomena can not se eaa117

be explained on the same basis.

Atkins (3) expresses hie Tiew or sepsis and its

part in thrombus formation by stating that the 1n1\1al

thrombus forms independently of the presence or absence

■

of sepsis, the sepsis Just 4eter ·1n1ng the -type ot

olinieal maniteatation fellow1ng--wnether the thromoua

becomes attache.d to the vein wall or whether it "becomes

detached and causes an embolus.

Again to site a atatement·fre■ one ot Belaen

Barker's (10) artielea that it haa �een presumed, although

neTer prove�, that in seYere infe•t1ons leaiona er the

Taaeular int1ma may be pro4uee4 ay baeter1a and texina.
Romana (43) includes per1yaaoular 1nflaa■atien aa

an eti•logi•al racter but states t�at 1ta part 11 little
under• t.oo4.,

In ■any c.as es or t.1:1roaltepblebit 1a, there

is a non•allppvat1Te va:soalar exudate about the_ thro■bose4
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vein and accompanying artery and 1nclud1ng the
lymphatics, its origin being obscure because it is
felt tnat the thrombus can hardly account tor -such

inflammation, which is believed to be primary rather
than secondary.

I believe 1n th1s snort discussion it det1n1tely

snows that inflammation and infection plays a pari

1n thrombus formation, but how st1ll 1s not known.

The current literature doesn't commit itself to mucn

of a degree and the problem is far from s_ ettled.
MISCELLANEOUS

Under this ·heading, l shall include several

factors wn1ch are purported to play a part 1n thrombus
formation but of whom little ls known or are indirectly
maJor problems.
surgery--

Just what part does surgery play in tbrowbus for

mation?

Thia question 1s very often asked eecause

most people think tnrombos1s and embolism are moat

common post operatively; this not being tnue, the

question then arises as to whether surgery per.se plays

the role in thrombus formation or 1f the _1m mob111ty and

other resulting condltiona following surgery is the
answer.
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Barker, Nygaard, waiters and Priestly (11) round

thrombosis and embolism relatively tw1ee as common

following laparotomy as following all other operations,
and three times as common fol lowing laparotomy 1n

wnich surgery on th.e female pelvic organs was performed as following all other operatlons.

They round

the h1ghest_1ncidence following laparotomy with ex

tensive resection o! tissue; however, tor any single

·operation, 1t was most frequent following splenectomy.

.

.

They continued to say that it was most common·in

operations of long duration and great magnitude.

Yet

the extent of the operation means less than the site.

Priestly and Barker (70) believe tne site or operation
is the moat important part.

They believe ab dominal

operations are closer to the field from wh1on the t.nrombus
forms, that there ls a greater degree of trauma to

a greater number of veins and that more interference
with respiration 1s present.

They continue to say

that 1n spleneetomy one ls most usually dealing with

a blood dyeoraela, wh1oh 1n 1tselt may be a predisposing
factor.

This do�s not point to surgery per se as an

etiological factor, even though the post operative

period ls no more conf1n1ng or prolonged ·in. the above

conditions than 1n other types of operations such ·as
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chest surgery, detached retina and orthopedic
surgery.

Robertson (71) believes the type of patient
�

.

is the guide to tatal pulmonary embolism rather than
tne operation itself.
Smith and Allen (75) made determinations ot o1r
eulation rate with sodiUDI cyanide injections and found
the circulation time decreased for a few hours post
operatively, then an increase from about the fifth
to tenth post operative day-when 1t was approximately
50 per cent greater than pre operatively.

This puts

surgery as a direct cause of stasis and stasis and
its role in thrombus formation has been discussed.
From th1s discussion surgery can be listed

as a

cause of tnromboais, yet as shown surgery produces

other factors wnich give rise to thrombus .formation.

If 1t were the surgery per se,.tnen one should expect

to find riearly as high an incidence of thrombosis

foll owing one operation ae�.another ·and th1e isn't
. eo--def1n1tely.

varicose Vein InJeot1ons�-

Th1e factor will be briefly mentioned.

Injections

for varicose veins may be listed under 1nt1mal damage;
however, they have one additional factor to consider-
the injection of a coagulating solution.

Thie may

produce unattached coagulation clots which may easily
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be carried to the lung; however, according to Theis (77)
1n almost all embolisms pre�eeded by vein 1nJect1ons
the patients had been confined to bed; they were not
ambulatory.
Beoause of th.e frequency of injection_s, what part
do they play 1n etiology of embolism?

Nunn(63) reviews

the literature of 110,000 injec�1ons and round-the
mortality rate to be 0.0177%, but this ineluded all.
causes of death.

Thie seems to be quite low, yet wnen

one considers the numb er of injections made da1ly the

deatn rate may become quite high.

Thie aubJect will

be more ·rully d1scuseed later 1n prevention of pulmonary

embolism.

Predisposition--

Alexander (1) believes there. 1s an individual

pred1spos1t1on to thrombosis.

He states that tnese 1n

d1v1duals have an abnormally slow or rapid clotting
t1nte and 1n cheeking through records, there seems to
be a familial �endeney.

It might be well to add here that Mayner (57) has

reported a ease of death due to transfusion of plasma.
Multiple _emboli of fibrin in 'the terminal pulmonary
vessel� and cap1llar1es caused death in tranaru�1on
from the same donor.
The above discussion of tnrombus formation dealt
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wit.h the Aaohetr theory; however, yet another exists.
Deneeki in 1929 and Vlow in 1930 (55) tound that the

earliest cl1o1cal symptoms often appeare4.1o the sole
of the teot and the ealt
.

that the
or the le&, suggesting
'

thl"emaus was propagated in an upward 41reot1on rather

than in a downward.
this out.

several other man have also borne

Frykhelll in 1940 (55) described totU' 1■•

port.ant locations tor er1g1n et venous thrombus.
l. Plantar veins, especiall7 1n yoUQger
patients.
2. Veins of muaeulature et ealt.
3. Branches et deep.femoral vein 10 the
adduetor mu1eulature or the thigh.
4. Viaeeral pleTi& veins.

rrykholm's theory 1e Just opposite to the As•nott

theory.

He states that confinement to bed p�r111ta

the above veins to collapse thereby permitting the
I

1nt1ma to ru� together, eausing intimal death wh1eh then
gives rise to a thrombus.

The thrombua prepag�tea toward

the heart t1nally pr�tru41n& thro\l&h the epening �t the
deep te.11oral vein inte the upper.. part of the t'emeral--a

white thrombus forming at t.hia point, the ll,ead being tb.e.
last to t'orra..

Though th1s theory has few t'ellewera t.h•

results ot' therapy on this baa1a are good and w1�1 be
eensidered. un4er- treat.• nt.

.

._

The cauae of tbremb oa11 has been discussed; howeTer,
'

the presence or thrombosis does net neaesaarily mean
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embolism.

The quest1on then arises as to what 1n-

duees tne thrombus to become an embolism.
One of tne moat popular misconceptions of pul
monary embolism 1s that the embolus ls thought to
originate in a phlebitic area.

Here phlebitic area

means Phlegmasia Alba nolens.

To the laity, this ls

the common "phleb1tis11 or

11

milk leg. 11

In only a small

proportion of cases does tnis condition lead or give
rise to an embolus, yet the total numoer of femoral
iliac tnromboe1s is so great that it becomes a fairly
common cause of pulmonary embolism.

Barker, NYgaard,

waiters and Priestly (9) 1n a study of 1,665 cases

or

pulmonary embolism say that fatal pulmonary embol1sm
rarely follows el1n1cally diagnosed Uio femoral

thrombophlebitis and when it does, it usually occurs
within the first four days or it comes from a fresh
thrombus, wh1ch develops later 1n the opposite leg.
An .. embolus is most apt to form or become associated
with q_uiet tnromboa1s, so-called "bland tnrombosis", and
1n a slowly moving· stream.
orten formed.

A propagating thrombus 1s

It represents a soft, friable, floating

clot so attached that it waves in the current of an
entering vein proximal to the original thrombus or

grows into the principal vein from a thrombosed vein.
Homans l43) states that incompleteness of occlusion
by a tnrombus is an important factor in the formation or
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a propagating clot.

There must be available proximal

to the primary site of thrombus, a sufficient length

of medium or large vein, 10 to 12 inches, to form a
propagating thrombus.

Dr• veal (81) also throws some

light on the nature or propagating tnromoi 1n his re

view or deaths following amputations.

He bears out

the raet that thrombi form at tne point of ligation
and proceed proximally until a good stream is en
countered.

He dissected tne venous pattern of 20

some cadavers and found a wide varying anatomical

arrangement.

Those that gave rise to few collateral

branches perm·1tted the thrombus to extend through the
femoral to the saphenous Junction where the femoral

dilated and permitted the thrombi to be broken oft
and produce emboli.

From this we get the answer.

The adhesiveness

of the clot 1s the �eterm1n1ng factor.

If the elot is

firmly fixed to the vessel wall, as is usually the case
1n Phlegmasia Al ba Dolens, tnen there ls very little

chance or its becoming dislodged and forming an em
bolus; however, if this thrombus or clot beglns to

crawl instead or becoming fixed and canalized, the rate

or the patient is sealed.

If four days may pass after

fonnation of the thrombus, lt probably won't become de-
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tacned.

However, a new clot which -1s being formed

on the end of tne original thrombus may become �is-_
lodged.

This 1s often a forgotten fact or poss1b1l1ty

and it may explain repeated or recurrent attacks of
pulmonary embolism.
Many peys1ciane ask themselves tne question--If

I would have kept the patient in bed another day,

would l have prevented this catastrophe?
ls probably not.

The answer

de Takata (79) states tnat only 30

per cent have an immediate precipitating cause and
he lists them as follows:
l. Bowel movement.
2. Active or passive physical exertion.
3. The milking action of a large enema.
4. sitting up out of bed for the first t1me.
5. Reverse gastro-1ntest1nal peristalsis.

weatdahl,(86) says that when the thrombus is
lQosely adherent to tne 1ntima, 1t is easily set free
by an increased venous pressure which causes secondary
d1litat1on of' the veins, thereby producing an embolism.
He

sites straining as an example.
Tne ward slaters at the London. tiosp1tal �-48) state

that .it te much more common ror a patient to call for
a bed pan and then fall baek dying than for the attack
to occur while the patient is actually· on the bed pan.
Lindsay (48) interprets th1s as due to tne clot moving
up trom the femoral or 111ac veins and setting up a
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vasomotor reflex (or it may be a congestive effect)
in the sigmoid, which the patient interprets as a
need for evacuation of the bowels.

This points to

the bowel movement per se ae a result of the traveling
embolism rather than the cause of the embolism.
The question remains unsettled; however, the
majority believe that another day 1n bed is not the
answer to the problem, but that precautionary measures
should have been taken before the stage of tbrombos1s

was reached.

PREDISFOSIN1 FACTORS
Under this heading are included many factors
wh1eh are present 1n a·high percentage of cases ot
thrombosis and embolism.

These eond1t1ons are recog

nized by nearly all 'authorities in the field or vascular
diseases.

The value of knowing and recognizing thise

factors lies- 1n the field of prophylaxis.

Ir one finds

these 1n a patient, 1mmed1ately extra precautionary
measures should be instituted to prevent the terribl·•
catastrophe of pulmonary embolism by preventing the
formation of thrombi.·
Age--

Barker (72} reviewed the deaths a·t-the Kayo Clin1o

following surgical operations from 1928 to 1933 and

found that in the cases that came to autopsy, 93 per
cent were over 40 years_ or age and 70 per cent were
over 50 years.

From this he concluded tnat embolism

was slight before 30 and increased· sharply after 40
years of age.

sex--

This factor has been highly disputed�

Barker and

Priestly (10) state there is more thrombophleb1t1s in
females but more pulm·onary embolisms in the male.

Mccartney 1n Minnesota (72) states that with reference
. .
to trauma, 1t is higher in· females, 8.6 per cent, and
42
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only 2.8 per cent 1n males.

However, he thinks this

1s due to tne higher inc1denee of varicose veins 1n
females.
Hal 1gnancy-How a malignant condition predisposes to thrombosis

and embolism isn't known but Barker and Priestly (70)

state that malignant cond1t1ona offer more thromboe1s

and embolism for operations performed on a given organ
. than when benign conditions are encountered and equal·
that for splenectomy and hyatereetomy.

statistics from

·the Mayo clinic showed post operative embolism and
t.nrombos1s were

2t times more common in patients with

malignancies than with benign conditions.
Anesthet1cs-Plewee (68) states that of all anesthetics used

in surgery, spinal gave a higher 1ne1dence to pulmonary. embolism.

Tn1s anesthetic paralyzes the

vascular bed and voluntary muscle, thereby removing

important factors for speedy venous flow.

At the

Toronto General Hospital (68) 47 per cent of embolisms

occurring after surgery occurred after sp1bal.
was used 1n 12 per cent of all operations.

spinal

This was

more thaD double of the next closest to 1t.
a1te of Operation-Barker and Priestly (70) state that surgery of tm
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abdomen·cauees more thrombosis and embolism than
other surgery.

Tn1s, tney believe, 1e due to greater

interference with respiration, greater degree of traUDla
to a greater number of veins and tne closeness to tne

field from wn1ch t.hrombo.ele occurs.
Meterolog1e conditions--

11.ayne, Petersen and de Takata (31) state tnat tnie

factor has a bearing on thrombosis and embolism.

Durin&

the spring and fall periods, wn1cn snowed marked barometric and tns�mal fluctuat1ons, .aetually more embol1

occurred and in.the summer montns, they were comparatively
exempted.
Obesity, infection, magnitude of surgery, diseases
of veins and diabetes also are found to predispose to a
high incidence ot thrombosis and emoolism.

PJ::1.YSIOLCGY

Arter a thromous has formed, some ask "Then

what goes on?

What causes the edema and pain?"

Veal and Hussey (82) state that all four components

of the circulation are involved.

Namely, arterial,

venous, lymphatic and capillary (tissue fluid).

With obstruction or the venous channel, an increase
of the venous pressure 1s brought about as 1s re

tardation or venous flow.

Accompanying this is a re

flex arterial vasospasm, thus produe1ng a decreased

arterial flow with a stagnation of lymphatic flow and
an outpouring of fluid into the surroun41ng tissue.

Th1s produces the edema which occurs and the reduced

-

a:rter'ial flow causes anoxem1a or the tissues wn1ch
produces pain.

A collateral circulation will be set

up very shortly and will help im mensely, but the valves
1n the veins will be destroyed and this flow can be

stopped by exte·nsion of the thrombus.

Meridlowitz (5tl) gives us the picture of the em-

,.bolus on 1ts way through the vascular system to its

point of rest.

"As the embolus passes tnrough the

.

heart it eauaes the a·ppearance of extr�ayatoles from
multiple foci presUI!lably by �echanical irritation.
entrance aod lodgement of the embolus 1n the pul:_
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Tne

monary artery la heralded by the appearance of a
regular tacbleard1a and an apparent diminution 1n
the pulse amplitude.

The respirations become ac

celerated and more shallow.

There 1a a reduction in

eard1ae output per minute and a greater reduction

1n stroke volume with little or no change 1n the

oxygen consumption and ao increase 1n the arterio
venoua oxygen difference.
anoxemia may develop later.

Oyanoais and arterial

The change 1n arterial

and venous blood pressure is variable, althol:lgh there
1s usually a moderate fall 1n the former and a alight
rise i n the latter.----"

Now that the embolism has reached the lung ., what,

happened?
death?

What causes the cyanosis?

What causes

This has bsen quite a controversial subject;
I

however, some good wor� 1n this field has been done
recently whieh____nearly settles the question.

Churchill (33) has outlined three possible

.

.

mechan1sms of death following pulmonary embolism, yet

he overlooks a very important one--a reflex meehan1sm.

He suggested:

L

1. complete obstruction of main pulmonary
artery follow•� by death immediately.
2. Partial obstruction with delayed death
due to reduced effective blood volume.
3. Partial obstruction w1th delayed death
1n'wh1ch right heart fa1lure 1s a com

ponent.
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In recent years considerable experi�ental and cl1h1eal

evidence has shown t.nat the pUlmonary vascular bed 1s
richly supplied w1th sensory receptors and that the
pulmonary and bronchial vascular systems possess a

strong vasoconstr1ctor mechan'ism, wh1ch 1s under

sympatnetie control.

Experimental emboli produced

in rabbits with potato starch simulated a peripheral

precap1llary type of embolism,,whose main symptoms

were dyspnea and cyanos1s.

Tneee _are not due to

oxygen want, nor to the irritating action of the em

bol1c process, or to chemical c.nanges or to rise 1n

pulmonary pressure.

Jesser and de Takata (46) visualized the pul-

monary tree of dogs during life by 1nject1on of radioopaque nater1al, Iodochloral, and obtained 263 films

on 48 doge.

The1-r observations supported tne idea, .

'especially promulgated by Daly and h1s coworkers (46),
th�t the pulmonary vascular bed 1s richly su�pl1ed

with sensory receptors and tn.at tn.e pulmonary vascular
system possesses a potent vasoconstr1ctor · me chan1sm,

wnich la under control of the sympathetic nervous

system.

These-dogs we�ghed between 10 to 15 kg.

experimental embolism had -been produced, opaque

II&.

After
terial

was squeezed into the terminal radicals of the lung.
The main bronchi were 1nv1s1ble and the classical

..
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oyanoa1s and dyapnea were present.

and dyspnea due to oxygen want?
not

be

was the cyanos1s

No, because 1t could

produced by. the clamping of the trachea.

Atter

bilateral section of the vag1 no constriction, which

heretofore had been present, or changes in the bronchial
pattern were present after embolism.

From this tney �oncluded tnat bronchial spasm

was reflex vag1 in nature and tnat the mortality and

morbidity of pulmonary embolism was therefore not due
alone to mechanical plugging of the pulmonary artery,

but to the ·reflex effects on other thoracic viseera.
Increase�·bronchial secretion 1s al�o present.

The

cause of deatn then being due to reflex inh1bit1on o�

the heart, a decreased flow through all arteries, con
traction of· bronchial musculature and anoxem1a of tne

heart.

Keg1bow, Katz and stein1tz (12) thought death

was due to a rise 1n systolic and a fall 1n diastolic

pressure 1n the pulmonary artery with a resultant right

ventricular heart failure, pointing out that cardiac

arrhythym1as are known to accompany cl1n1cal p�lmonary

embolism probably resulting 1n ventricular fibrillation.
They combined several conditions to form the f1nal

p1cture--sh.ock, !all 1n blood p·resaure 1n tne coronary
and systemic arteries, pulmonary hypertension and
anoxem1a.

I
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Though the above work of Jeeaer and de Takata

nas quite well proved tnat there 1s more tnan pure

mechan1cal oostruot1on'to the cause of death 1n pul

monary embolism, there are still some who maintain

that mechanical obstruction 1a tne dominant factor.
It must be understood, however, tnat these men c!o
recognize a form of deatn due to-mass1ve-ejbolism

causing complete and 1mmedlate blockage or tne pul
monary vascular system.

Pilcher (67) states that 1t 1s the exeepti:'on·to

flnd 1n a fatal pulmonary embolism a clot which 1a .not

producing a serious degree of obstructlon.

He con-·

t1nues to say that wheo a patient dies after a small

embolism, tnere is nearly always other gross dlseae�
contributing to the fatal oµtcome.

Ke believes there

is little prospect or·sav1ng lives in obstructive

embolism except by embolectomy.

Barnes (12) takes the aide against tne mecnanical

theory, as do Jesser, de Takata (32) and many others,
by sit 1ng the work of Mann ( 54) and hls aa soc1ates.

.

.

demonstrated ttiat·tne area or the lumen of an artery_
.

They

,

may be reduced ?0 per cent without any change 1n blood

flow,. wh.Ue ,a reduction. in 90 per cent of the lum�n will

reduce
- the flow onl1
. 50 per cent.

Vlllaret, Ju�tin-Besancon and Barder (12�deaon•

--
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a\rate4 that witn vagus section in rabbits, seven
fold er foreign 11at.er1al was needed. to kill them as
was used w1tnout vague section, while with eervieo

■

tnorae1e ey patnet1c section only one•tourtn
usual a•ount was necessary to produce death.
The results
Kann's findings.

or the

or Gibbon's (3�) work bears out

He nearly completely bleeked the

main pulmonary artery and tailed to produce any

lowering

or the arterial oxygen saturation, yet when

he succeeded in bleck1ng a sufficient numoer er larger
brancnes of the pulmonary artery, there was a lowering

or the arterial �xygen saturation often to sucn an ex

tent that death would result from anoxe■1a.
The great majority

or men today recognize that the

problem of pulmonary embo11s11 -ls assoclated with re
flexes in1t1ated by the embol1.

Therefore, tney base

their treatment on th1e factor, tnus saving many lives

which previously were given up as hopeless.

I

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS
To make the physician oonacioua or thrombosis

1s indeed a difficult problem, yet a still more

d1ft1eult pr�blem is to make tha physician toliow up

or investigate the patient's seemingly non-important,
The warn1ng_signa ot

old age or neurotic symptom�.

the oncoming catastrophe are often present but the

ph;ysician tails to reeogn1ze them, either because· he
is not thinking of thrombosis or because he doesn't

recognize them as symptoms or such a process.

To

counterbalance tnis eonct1tion 1s tne known tact tnat

thrombosis may be present yet· no clinical signs are

evident 'l.lntil it has 'become detached or lodged 1n the

lung.

Kurray and MacKenzie (62) state that the first

evidence of a thrombus may be

an

infarct of the lung

(12 per cent) or a fatal pulmonary embolism.
Pain is the outstanding symptom.

To the·phys1e1an

pain is expected, post operatively, in old people, post
par�wa and in many other instances.

Because it 1a

present. in so many or these cases dll:e to natura_l causes,
1t becomes so easy aod hab1t.roraing to order a narcot1•

tor reliet and dispense with the symptom with.out aD ex
amination to deter111oe the cause.

plain of a dull ache or pain
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in

The patient will com

the calf or the leg, sole
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of the foot or 1n the gro1n.

lt may be rap1d 1n

onse� or gradual and may appear at any time.
Slight fever 1s often present.

This may be so

sl1ght that the peysie1an will regard it as meaning
less; however, any unexplained fever should put h1JI on

guard.

Local ed.ema is said by some men to be the most
outstanding symptoms.

Al.moat all of Kurray's and·

MacK enzie's (62) 871.patienta had swelling of the leg.
The degree may vary but is usually slight.

Fine and S ears (36) state that increased local
.

.

.

heat, indurat1on, fullness of superficial veins and
slight cyanosis are orten present and that.the diagnosis
is most often missed because many men tall to inspect
the leg routinely 1n poet operative and other cases
confined to bed.

Rob ertson (71) reports that unexplained restless•

4

ness and vague malaise, plus 1ndetin1te discomfort in

the legs and abdomen and a psyeh1e slump often preoeed
an embolism by several hours 'or days.

de Takata (31)

also adds that a persistently �levated pulse rate,

after the fourth to fifth post operative day with no

other obv1ous cause, should cause one to be susp1e1ous
of thrombosis.

Slight edema of tne groin or superpubio

region, frequent urination or mucous stools and pain 1n

the small of the back are suggestive of pelvic throm•
boais.

de Takata and Jesser (30) state that dyapnea,

chest pain and.cyanosia are the three leading symp�ems
'.

of a pulmonar7 _embolism; howeTer, RussUJJ and Kemp (72)
state that one will more accurately- recognize e11'bolia11
if shock is th� criterion.

They don't believe cyanos1s

and dyspnea are the_ cardinal symptoms.

They believe

that in non-fatal embolisms one should look tor minor
grades of the -same picture and sympt�ms most frequently
ooeerved in fatal eases which a�e per�piration, imper
eeptible pulse, weakness and pain in the chest.

Barnes (72) states that eho.ck, with· or without.

dyspnea, �s the most common picture,·a�companied·w1th
faintness, pallor, 'sweating, acceleratio� of the pulse,
'

.

11'arked deoreas·e in 1'1ood, pressur�, vomiting and some...
1;imes collapse.

Should an intaret be prod.used then an

increase in temperature, cougn, pieural rub and
hemoptysis will be present.

de Takata (31) adds-that

a tall in blood pressure is suggested by a "weak pulse",
"rapid pulse" and "restlessness" and the ,resulting
cerebral •anemia by "convulsions" and "dizziness''.

Kortland (55) divides the symptoms according to

massive e11boli and minor emboli also. - Shock is the

pieture he describes tor a massive embolus as does the
above men.

Ho wever,

he

emphasizes marked cyanoeia as a
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Ir one will

dominant symptom in a smaller embolus.

recall the facts brought out by Mann (54) and hie as. .
sociatea and by Gibbons (�8), then the controversy
- .
over the type of cl1n1cal man1feetat1on produced by
an embolua will be settled.

·rr

the embolus plugs the

main pulmonary artery, with or without death, t�en the
picture or shock, as explained above, is produced.
However, if tne embolus plugs the larger branches ot
th.e pulmonary artery, then cyanoe1s and dyspnea dominate
tne clinical picture.

An anoxem1a 1s produced wn1ch ac

counts for tne cyanosis an·d dyapnea.

Pain 1n the chest

wall 1s produced by irr1tation or the pleura.

Th1e eo

eurs wnen an infarct has been produced.
To enumerate these symptoms _to a d1agnoat1eian
without ·any other history woul·d bring a. variety or
diagnoses.

However, 1t would be quite interesting to

note how many would leave out pulmonary embolism be
cause 1� 1sn't a foremost thougnt 1n tnetr mind.

Robertson (71) 11kew1se describes symptoms ao

cord1ng to the differing patnology.

He discusses three

different types of block and the symptoms of each.
1. Ma1n Artery Block
complete� sudden deatn.
Incomplete
- Produces the set of symptoms
'
known as cor pulmonale.
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2. Right or Left Br anch Block
cyanos1s and dyspnea present.
severe chest pain �shers in symptoms.
Opposite lung w111 be congested.
3. Lobar Block.
sudden. onset of chest pain, dyspnea,
ey anos1s, cougn, rusty sputum, but
no cr1s1s as 1n pneumonia.
Tn1s, he believes, accounts for .
many of the post operative pneumonias.

This enables us to better understand the underly1ng

path�logy which 1a present by the clinical symptoms.

DIAGNOSIS
If the_pbysician is thinking or the possibility

or probability of thrombus formation, then the

diagnosis of such a condition may not be so ditficul·t.

HoweYer, if �e 1s not accustomed to thinking of this
clinical and pathological entity then only 1n eases

such as Phlegmasia Alba Delena will tne d1agnosia be
As has been stated, it 1s in the cases where

made.

a bland thrombus has formed that the.real danger lies,

not in the so-called "milk leg" types.

Therefore, 1t

it is the silent type of thrombus formation in which
we are especially concerned, and it ia, then a true

problem in diagnosis is presented to the attending pey•

eician.

If present, physical signs may well permit a

diagnosis to be made.

Ir absent, then Tenograpby ■ ay

have to be resorted to 1n eases or unexplained fever,
leueocytoeis, and taehyeardia.

If any swelling or the

legs is present, or 1f any increase in local temperature
1s present, then the physician may feel certain of his

diagnosis.

Homans (.\3) has a simple test upon which he believes

a diagnosis can be made.

On forceful dorsi tlex1on ot

the foot, thereby tightening the Achille's tendon, pain
1n the calt of the leg will be elicited.

It pain 1a

present, it 1s called Roman's sign and is pathognomic

5o
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of thrombus format1on.

He bel1evea and others as well

that forceful dore1 flex1on should be practiced routinely
as a means of detecting early thrombus formation.

Pa1n

on pressure in the sole of the foot, 1n the calf muscle,
in the groin or 1n tne popliteal space has also been

held as highly suggestive of tnrombus formation.

To master this problem, Dr• .Arno ld R• Rich (28) ot

the Department of Pathology of Johns Hopkins suggested

that routine measur.ements ot the circumference or the
lags be made pre operatively and post operatively.

patients ass1gned to surgery underwent this routine

examination.

All

Beg1nn1ng at the level of the lower margin

- .

of the external malleolus, these measurements were taken,
each being 10 cm. above the last until the thigh was

reached and 1t was impossible to go any h1gher.

�hey·

exercised the most extreme pracaut1on and care 1n these

measures, allowing 1 to 1.5 cm. variations as within
normal range.

If they found enlargement over 1.5 cm.

then·tne diagnosis or thrombus formation was made, but

with two exceptions: (1) cardiac decompenaa tion and (2)
certain neurological lesions.

Although the results were

good in bhe1r hands, these measurements may not mean

so much in other hands and this seems like a great deal

�r work upon which to make a diagnosis.

When p.bya1cal diagnosis fails, or 1s not oonolus1ve,

then laboratory diagnosis 1s in order.

In many diseases,

5tl

laboratory work 1s or untold 1mportanee 1n d1agnos1a.
/

Unfortunately, however, ot this .clinical ent1ty the_
same can't be said.

Roberteon(71) believes it can be

or some help though and s1te_s the ·rollowing tests.
1. Blood coagulation Time (Lee... lfh1te 11.ethod)
. After surgery the clotting time 1a
shortened until the fourth day. Should
thls eo_nt1nue beyond this time, then he
bel1eTes 1t auggest1Te or thrombosis.
Bor■al la 5 to 8 ■1nutea.
2. Platlet count
Bor11all1 atter surger7-there is an 1n..
crease ot platleta, tha praport1on
be1ng 1n relation to the severity et
the operation. It the oount falls to
a low r·ead1ng and continues as such,
he bel1evea it suggestive or thrombosis.
Normal eount is 250,000 to 350,000.

}. sedimentation Rate
Rate cormally increases firs\ few days
post operatively. Young patients 8 to
10 days, adults 3 to 4 4ays and old
people 10 to 20 days. It this increase
continues, or is·ap:at any other time,
then th1s is also suggestive ot thrombus
formation. Normal is,15 mm. an hour.

Welch and Faxon (85), however, disagree with

Robertson.

They state that the importance of diagnosis

of deep phlebitis 1s in exactly reverse ratio to the

ease with which it can be made, but that laboratory
studies are disappointing.

The white count is variable

and undependable and the sedimentation rate is not
dependable.

Their only help is that a return to normal

s1gn1ties improvement 1n c�sas of true thrombophleb1tis.
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However, they did rind venography a valuable guide
but state that 1t must be made with exact technie
and the reader must be capable of exact interpretation.
The use of x-ray has recently come forward to a.s
sist in diagnosis of thrombus formation.

venography

has been used for quite s,ome ·time,· but its part 1n
tnis field has recently taken on new light.

The deep

veins of tne lower extremity can easily be seen with
injections of radio opaq�• substances.

A subcutaneous

vein is located on the lateral aspect of the ankle and
20 cc. �f a 35 per cent solution of d1odraat 1s injected
slowly.

The foot is then elevated 6 inches and an

anterior-posterior view 1s taken with the_foot in partial
internal rotation.

Thia separates the tibia and fibula

thereby permitting b�tter visualization.

Filling de

fects are of two types: (1) thQse due to venospasm and
(-2) those due to clot formation.

Because pure vasospasm

may cause complete o cclusion, a diagnosis of thrombus

formation can't be made unless vasospasm can be ruled
out or can

be

relaxed.

The use of ve�ograp.by is ot

special value to determine the proximal limit of a clot
or to conf1rm the diagnoale 1n a questionable case.
Thie metho� offers many advantages, however, a laboratory
method of d1agnoe1e should be reserved for those eases

1n whlch other means or diagnosis have been of no help.
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A true test of diagnostic ability comes after
the tnrombue nas become an embolus and lodged 1n the
pulmonary c1reulat1on.

Th1e may be tne t1ret sign

that all 1e not well.

Though the s1gna and symptoms

may be more pronounced n9w the d1fferent1�1 d1agnoe1s
becomes a greater probiem also.
'

The symptoms have

.

been described 1n the preceed1ng pages, tm ref ore the:

problem here won't be�ae to whetner dyepnea and oyanos1s

are the main symptom� or whether shock is the cardinal

symptom, but the other diseases from wh1eh the embolism
has to be differentiated and how to differentiate them.
When retrosternal ., or chest pain, dyspnea, cyanos1s,

tachycardia, low blood pressure and weakness are

present and the phye1e1an has embolism 1n mind, what
should he expect to find on physical examination of
the cheat?

Though Vietor (83) says cyanoa1s and

.

.

distress are rarely apparent 1n the patient, tactile

frem1tus may be increased and there may be a small

area of dullness with fine crep1tant rales over the
lower portion of posterior chest.

Frandsen (37) says

the seat of 1nf aretion 1s most often in the lower lobes,
especially the right but may
area there w111

'✓
be

be

anywhere.

Over th1s

dullness to percussion and fine

moist rales early. 'Later there w111, be increased vocal
fremitue and dullness to percussion and bronchial type.
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of breath1ng associated with moist ralea.
rub may be or may not be present.
'

A friction

Cr awford (27) adds

that the pulmon1c second sound may be accentuated, with
an arrbytbymia and an increased heart rate.

Barnes (12),

however, states there may be a lacking of the classical

picture and the triad of diagnostic observations, bloody
aputum, pleural rub and signs of pulmonary consolidation
for 24 hours or they may never be present.

Gi'bbon (38)

states that cough and expectoration rarely occur 1n the
first twenty-four 'hours.

White (72), Barnes (12) and Pilcher (65) state that
�

.

1n cases o�.maesive, but non-lethal, embol1 there will
be d111tation of tne right ventricle and pulmonary

conus producing pulsation 1n the second and third left
1nterspaoes w1th a loud systolic murmur, marked ae
centuat1on of second pulmoo1c sound and d111tation and
pulsation of the veins 1n the neck.

An increased area

or card1ae dullness will be present also.

words, tne picture
1s present.

or

In other

acute congestive heart failure

P1lcher (65) says that if the enlargement
�

.

1s mainly r1ght s1ded, espec1ally 1n a young 1nd1v1dual,
1t should suggest pulmonary embolism.

White (87) states

that 1n a cardiac patient with congestive failure, who

has tailed to respond to good therapy, one should think
of pulmonary embolism.

Whenever acute congestive heart

•
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failure ot rapid oaset is present, then a careful
eheek

of

the chest and extremities should be made to

rule out embolism.

Many believe that x-ray is the answer to the

diagnosis of pulmonary embolism; however, this isn't
true.

An embolism 1s not equivalent to a pulmonary
.

'

infarct aDd an obstruction of an artery 1n the lung
will produce hemorrhagie infarcts only in ease of
secondary ven.ous thrombosis.

westdahl ( 86) states

that due to the double vascular supply and constant
aeration, it is impossible to produce infarction by
a sterile embolus 1n a healthy lung.

Infarction oc

curs only when the pulmonary venous pressure is raised
considerably by mitral heart disease or left heart

failure.

An anemic in farct ·orten gives the picture

of localized emph3sema because of concomitant bronchial
obstruction, wh1eh is usually incomplete so that the

air is aspirated into the alveoli but can't be ex•

haled.

de Takata, Fenn and Jenki�son (32) state that

from a roentgenologie point of view, the diagnosis ot
pulmonary e·mbolism is seldom possible.

The first

twenty-tour hours show nothing but a high splinted
diaphragm on the involved side.

In the next two o�

three days an area of consolidation appears, which

•
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may be pneumon1c or atelectat1c.

wn1te (72Y does say

though that an accentuation ot tne h1lua shadow on the
occluded aide may be present.

All in all, tt·can be

seen that the x-ray findings are not consistent or
I

pathognomio for pulmonary embolism and shouldn't be
relied upon to produce the final word.
An acute attack of coronary heart disease produces
the most confusing d1agnost1c picture of �ny disease
in the chest w1th which we have to deal in differentia�
diagnosis of pulmonary embolism.

It is acute 1n onset,

accompanied by severe pain and-snock and may cause death
immediately.

de Takata, Be ck an_d Fenn ·(33) 11st card1ae

failure _wlth coronary occlusion as the most tre.quent
disease whicn 1s confused wlth pulmo!'lary embolism.

Graves (40) states that in a coronary attack·tne pain
is more severe and more frequently referred to the

central retrosternal regio�, wn1le 1n embolism ·the pa1n

la usually around the costal margin or laterally 1n tne

chest, and it 1s usually aggr_avated· by respiration.

Averbuck (4) adds that tnere may be the characteristic
radiation of a coronary also from the suosternal, ep1-'
· gastric or precord1al areas of pain to the left or
right shoulder, neck, 'Jaw or down the left arm.

He also

adds tnat in a elloical picture suggestive of a coronary
in a f�m�le, who has neither arterial hypertena1on or
diabetes, then suspect pulmonary embolism, because a

o4
coronary 1s not common 1n women.

W1th the high de•

gree of pelvic pathology �n this sex, pulmonary em•
bol1sm should have the edge here.

He continues to

say that post operat.ive pulaonary embolism is more
common th.an a coronary because coronary patients are
usually spared surgery except 1n eaergenc·1es.

Dyspnea

and cyanos1s are usually more outstanding in embolism,
but this is not always so.
Finally, electrocardiograms have been suggested
as a means

or final diagnosis between these two co�

KeGinn (49), White (49), Barnes (13),

d1t1ons.

.

.

.Averbuck (4), Durant (49), Ginsburg (49) and Roesler
.
'
(49) believe that electrooard1ograma are of definite
'

'

'

value in deter■1n1ng if a coronary or pulmonary. em•

bol1sm is at hand, while Sokolow (49) recen.tly studied

50 eases by this method and found no constant ab
normality.

He did state, however, that tne UeGin�h1te

type of abnormality was present 1n 10 per cent or h1a
ca�es, but more frequently there were &r.T deviations,
particularly depression in lead l and inversion of tne

T waves in lead 3, noting that i·t roughly al.llulated
po sterior intarciion.

A KCG1nn--Wh1te abnormality 1s:

1� Right bundle branch block, depressed S-T
se gment and staircase ascent 1n lead 1.
2. Depressed S-T tn lead 4 with staircase

ascent.
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Durant, Ginsburg and Roesler (49) have also
pointed out the occurrence

or a transient bundle

brancn bl.oek and stressed the tact that the electro
cardiograms should be taken w1th1n the first one or

two hours after the onset or an embolism.

They demon

strated this transient effect by its disappearance tive
hours after an attaek in one patient and twelve hours

after an attack 1n another.

Barnes (13) states that the tracing obtained in.

acute myocardial infarction involving the posterior

basal portion or the let·t ventricle resembles more

closely that following a pulaonary embolism than 1t

does any other pathological lesion so fa� observed.

The real problem then 1s not Just dist1ngu1ahing be•

tween pulmonary embolism and a coronary, but between

pulmonary embolism and the so-called T3 types or electro
cardiogram so characteristic ot posterior basal 1nfarct1on.
Barnes (89) gives us the t1nd1ngs of elec�rocar41o-,

graphic studies of each and lists them as follows,
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Type of E•K•G· Character1st1c or a Fulmonary Em
bolism.
constantly present
and usually promi
nent.

RS-T2 Take off usually be
low zero level.
D1-monophaa1c or up
r1gnt. Rarely in
verted.

T Type or E•K.G• Charactel'1�t1c of a coronary Tnrombus

Absent or 1f 1preaent, no�
exaggerated.
Usually elevated. Rarely
1so-electric and never
depressed.
Usually inverted.

Occas1onally slightly
elevated.

Kuch elevated as a rule.

Frequently fairly
prominent. Q, pat
tern not pr�s!nt.

Frequently markedly promi
nent. Q3 pattern com�only
present.

Inverted.

Usually w1tn1n normal
limits.

Usually upr1gnt. Kay
be flat or diphas1e.

Usually inverted.

usually w1th1n norm�
l1m1ts.

Usually inverted •.

t:,7
Other conditions wh1ch must be thought ot in
dealing with an acute pain of the chest a�d- other
symptoms of a pulmonary embolism are: q1ssecting

aneurysm, peritonitis, pulmonary-edema, coma, cerebral
vascular accident, atelectas1a, spontaoeous pneumo-,
thorax and poet operative pneumonia.
Goodall (5) is ot the opinion that every acute

pain io the chest d�1ng the puerperium or subsequent
to surgery is embolic in nature until proved· otherwise.
Ducuing also believes that most cases of post operative
stitch-in-the-side, pleurisy or other chefft complica
tions are embolie in origin.

Graves (40) also states -that a diagnosis of. post

operattve pneumon1, should never be made until embolism
has been ruled out.

Vietor (83) adds that whether or

not the post operative pneumonias or pneumonitides are
embolic in character is still a matter of conjecture.
Their character suggests such though when they occur
_ on the first to fourth post operative day, ushered
in with increased temperature from 102 to 103, dry
hacking cough with e�pectoration, rarely rusty or
blood-tinged, and a slight increase in pulse and
respiration.

..

'

Atelectasis appe�rs earlier after anesthesia

and surgery than embolism, causes less or· no pleur1tie

pain, causes a severe early cough and more fever

and lacks the picture of pulmonary artery back

pressure.

X-ray will complete the differential

diagnosis also.

A spontaneous pneumothorax is accompanied by
\

a det·ini ta type of breath sounds and tne physical
findings of a shifting mediast.iDWI•

settle the question.

X•ray also will

·A cerebral vascular accident. ·

will be accompanied by neurological findinge character
istic of the level of the accident and a history ot

hypertension or its symptoms.

BYe ground finding&

may assist. 1n .conf1r111ng the diagn_osis of hypertension.
In summary, any symptoms which may be interpreted

as possibly due to pulmonary embolism deserve the

utmost 1n 1nvest1gat1on to determine if it is due to
an emoolism or one of the common diseases, which so

well may,similate it •
.

'-

MABAGEME NT

Prevention
Of tµ. wnole subject or tnromoos1a and em

bolism, this sut> topic, prevention, 1s. bY far the

most .lmportant or all.

wili oe won.

It 1s nere that tne t>att.l.e

It 1s nere .that something worthwn1le

can really oe done; 1t 18 not too late.

It 18 nere

tnat 11ves, money, time and worry can oe ·saved.

AYre (!:>) states, "It is obvious that tne tlme to treat
-

.

ls to begin before tne tnrombus forms, ratner tnan to

wa1t un\11 tnrombos1s nae developed or until tne

ol1n1cal p.ti.n.omenon of embolism nas proved t.o.e graT1ty

or tne sltuat1on. M

Burke (20) tells us t.nat moat measures of pre

vention are aimed at tnree obJec.t1ves:

.

l._To keep tne fluid content of the oody normal.
2. To prevent a r.ise 1n 1ntra-abdomlnal pressure.
3. To 1nv1gorate venous return from the legs.
,

Barker and counsellor (lO)rem1nd us, nowever,

tnat any routine program for tne prevention or post

operative t!Jrombopnlebltia must take 1nto•eons1derat1on

tne·ract tnat th1s compl1cat1on ls relatively-rare.

· Tnererore, any p.1.an of preveatat1ve treatment wn1cn
ls expensive, difficult or unpleasant for tne patient
ls nardly Ju1t1r1ed 1nas11ucn as 1t would nave to be
o9
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carried out on a large number of patients un
necessarily.
1

Routine Keasurea-Routine measures should be practiced at all

t1mee and the conditions to be included here are not
expensive and are not unpleasant or difficult.

On

tne contrary, they are Just a part of the practice
or good medicine and-good surgery with the tore
thought in mind or the consequences wn1ch will re
sult should the physician become negligent.
navid (29) believes 1n having

hla

patients out

of bed as mucn as pose1ble before surgery and urgea
fluids very strongly.

He condemns purges preeeed1ns

surgery because or the consequent loss of aody fluid,
I

which m_ay be so vital a little later in the patient's

illness.

If his patient has varieos1t1_es of the ex•

tremities, he bandages them lightly with bias cut
flannel bands to preTent turther stasis while in bed.
Vietor (83) and Heard {41) strongly condemn the
Trendelenburg position during surgery and. the over
stretching or the· spinal column.

They urge \hat nothi�

but the finest surgery and snarpest dissection should
be used and continue to say that the patient should
be 1n the beat possible healtA and that all foci ot

1nteetion should be removed prior to surgery�

The

anesthesia should be as brief as possible and too
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strong a tractio� on abdominal retractors should
not be exercised.
Kccann (41) thiolta that transrixation or
ped1cles and tissue is a cause of pulmonary em

bolism, especially or the broad ligament, omentWI·

and meeentery.
I

He also warns against stitching too

tightly and cutting i·nto blo�d vessels and stresses

the point of not ligating tissue en masse.

The part•distention of the abdomen plays 1n

venous stasis has been discussed and Tyler (78),

Bancroft, Stanley-:m,own and Quick (6) and.many

others have considered this 1n attempting to r,duce
the incidence or thrombosis and embolism.

Bancroft,

StanleywBrown and QUick (6) believe tnat abdominal
distention is lessened if food is given early 1n post

oper�tive ·conditions because a:t no food is present,
there is no stimulus for peristalsis and then te�
mentation takes place.

Therefore, they give the

patient tea arid toast on the'atternoon following the
morning of the operation.

-ryler (78) thoroughly agrees

w1th these physicians that 1t is the empty, not the
food conta1n1ng,_gut that distends and that it can
be avoided by early feedings.

Krebs (47) sites overloading of the stomach with

tlu1da post operatively as a cause of abdom1nal dis-
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tent1on and recommends the Judicious use of a
rectal tube and enemas later in the convalescent
period to relieve distention.

He emphasizes the

control of vomiting, diarrhea, hemorrhage and
sweating in post operative and bed-ridden pat.iente
to maintain a normal fluid level and calla special
attention to sweating because many· times it is pro
duced when attempting to prevent shook.
Homans (42) in one of his many articles points

out that if careful elos1ng of abdominal wounds 1a

exercised so as not to require binders and it promp�
restoration ot intestinal tone by early use or semi

or solid food is brought about, then this is of un
told Yalue in preventing abdominal distention.

The position of the bed in post operative patients
has been a question of no little discussion.

Ir one

adheres to Ascnoft's theory, then elevation of the

root of the bed is in order.

However, if one is in

agreement with Frykholll's theory, elevation of the

head or the bed is recommended.

The results with �oth

forms or treatment have been excellent, thus 1t would
seem like the choice or treatment 1a a matter of
personal opinion.
Physical Measures-. This method of preventing thrombosis and ea-
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llol1sm ls the most pract1cal other th.an tnat whlch
nas Jus� been discussed.

After the so-called

rout1ne measures, 1t 1s the cheapest, easiest and
safest method, much more than medical treatment.
In 1910 Krecke (76) advised deep oreaths tor
post operative patients and active or passive move

ments of the lower extr.emities with massage. _. Pool (47)
ln 1913 developed an elaborate system of exercises

wn1cn were used routinely on all patients.

Today

many surgeons use exercises, either active or passive,
to increase· circulation 1n the lower extremities.
However, moat men resort to deep breathing exercises
and frequent turning of the patients 1n oed.

In 1928 Potts (69) adopted tne routine us• ot

15 �eep breatns morning and evening and with each
breath actively flexing of the legs.

In 11 years 518

patients who followed this metnod nad no tnrombo
pnleDit1s or pulmonary embolism.

No patients under

12 years or age were 1nc1uned nere.

In a control group

or 95 patients, 5 cases or tnrombop.l:l1ab1t1s were

present and 3 cases of non-fatal pulmonary embolism.
As stated above, many different exercises nave
been developed and recommended and all have produced
favorable results, but some men nave gone even fartner
and nave developed a mechanism, resembling a olcycle
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1n theory, w1th which the patient exercises the
lower extrem1t1es.

llart1ni (47) of the University

of st. Louis constructed such a peddle apparatus,

wh1ch could be wheeled from bed to bed and attached
to the foot of the bed.

It is constructed so as to

take the wei&ht of the patient's feet off of the ab
dominal muscles.

The feet rest 1n the peddles and

tne patient is required only to·. turn them.

AS time

goes on tension can be increased lf necessary.
is not used the day of surgery.

This

peep breathing exer

cises and a Trendelenburg position are �ubstituted for

it.

Then beginning with the first post operative day,

the patient is required to peddle the apparatus for 5
minutes in the morning and evening each.

This is in

creased to 10 minutes the second post operative and
continued as· suen until the patient is ambulatory.
With 209 patients treated,

po

thrombophlebitis followed

w1tn this regime, except one case wnere there was a
s�vere poet operative infection.

Cogswell (24) ad

vocates the use of this apparatus also but ne re
commends that it be used three times a day and ror
10 minutes the tirst day and 15 minutes a day there
after.

In his series

or

403 patients treated as such,

he had no thrombopnleb1t1s or embolism and noticed tnat
peristalsis also seemed to be stimulated and that gas

'(5

pains were d1111n1ahed.

The patients seemed am

bulatory sooner too.

In deep breathing exercises the patient 1a

asked to inhale as deeply as possible, hold it and
tnen exnale.

It ie very necessary that· a nurse be

present when a patient is doing these.exercises.
Because or the pain that may accompany them, eitner

they won't do them or will do them 1_ncorrectly.

some

men often have patients breath carbon dioxide with or
without these exercises.

A bag of carbon dioxide

1s given to them three times a day for the first tnree
or tour post operative days.
Medical Measures--

In looking for a means or preventing thromooaia
Kna emboi1am, aaey men turned to the praotlce ot
g1v1ng thelr patlents a medlclne whlch would protect
tnem.

Some nave used this means·qulte extensively but

most .nave resorted to physic al methods and the so-called
routine method, both of which have been discussed.

Lenormont (41) advises digitalis in small doses
before operation wnen the pulse is small and neart
actlon weak, also when large abdominal tremors are
present.

Walters (tS'I-·) nae been a strong advocate ot

thyroid extract.

When the patient's olood pressure 1a

low with a slowing of the 01rculation and nae a low

metabollam, ne g1ves tablets or dess1eated thyro1d

'ft:,

gland grains 2 three times a day, beginning as soon
post operatively as the patient can tolerate fluids
and drugs, which 1s usually the second to fourth
post operative day and continuing until the patient
is out or bed, but no longer than the twelth day.

It marked increase in temperature and pulse, nausea

and vomiting occur then stop the drug i_mme41ately.
Bankoff (7) states there are two classes of

patient.a: (lJ those that never will suf fer from

thrombosis and (2) those very susceptible to throm
bosis.
class.

The question then arises how to.tell each

He answers this by the following procedure:

two days before surgery, inject l cc. of tbyroxlne

In three hours the temperature

into the patient.

and pulse goes up slightly, the red blood cells in•
crease slightly and the number of plat.lets decrease

slightly in the tbyrox1ne sensitive patient, while

little or no response •ecurs in the thyroxine re
eistant patient.

,his last 1s the type which he

states is highly susceptible to thrombosis.

Therefore,

he recommends atropine grains 1/100 and epheton1n

grains 1/4 three times a day, beginning with the fitth

post operative day.

His results were excellent, while

Pilcher (66) tried atropine grains 1/100 and ephedrine
hydroebloride grains 1/4 on the fifth, seventh and
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ninth post operative days.

H1s eases were selected

and a control of sel•cted cases of the ·pas_t five
years was set up.

He found that the incidence of

thrombosis and embolism was approximately the same
in the above treated cases as 1n the control series
of 1,265 cases.
Guessler states that the optimal cond1tion for
the occurrence of thrombosis 1s an increased absolute
and relative f1or1nogen and globulin val�e in the
plasma with a concurrent rise ·1n blood sugar and
lactic acid, the chief role being played by the
carbohydrate change.

Therefore, �t· is important to

keep the blood s,ugar normal af'ter surgery.

These

patients benefit from
• 5 to 20 units or protamine
zinc insulin in.single daily doses.

This helps to

guard against embolism, favors proper tissue nealing

and improves appetite by stimulating.general
metabolism.

Robertson (71) states that low-fat and low

protein diet decreases the clotting factors of the
blood and that sodium thiosulfate in 10 ·cc. doses
of a 10 per cent solution daily for three days with
a three day rest period decre�ses the prothrombin
time, and is.often helpful in staving off thrombosis
and an embolism.
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Regardless of wnether breathing exercises,

peddling exercises, massage, turning of patian�

in bed, tblroid, atropine or a combination of t.nese

1s used, the results are ror all 1ntenslve purposes
tne same--an attempt to increase venous flow.

Tnrombosls and K1nor Attacks of Emool1sm
If no prophylactic treatment has been practiced

or 1! it .nas -failed and a tnromous nas formed, t.nen
tne problem becomes very serious.

The thrombus must

not continue to grow, nor must it oecome detached to

form an embolism.

If it should oecome an embolus,

tnen the problem becomes even more serious.

wnat

can be done to save t.ne patient and wnat can be done

to prevent more from following the first?

w.nen the tnromous ls recognized, treatment sho.uld

-begin immediately.

Homans (43) states that if the

tnrombue is recognized early, tnen elevate the feet

four to six inches oy putting the leg on a pillow.

Leave 1t this way ror 10 days or until edema nas

disappeared and a negative Homans' sign 1s present.

For the next four days gentle exercise
snould De pract1ced before getting up.

or tne leg
When the

patients get o�t of bed, they wear an elast1c bandage
from the toes to tne knee.

There 1s no need to rear

•
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an embolism at tn1s time.

Tn1s torm or treatment

does two thlngs: (1) hurries t.ne collateral streaa
past the prox1�al end of tne tnromous to prevent more
growtn of'trag1le clot and (2) relieves edema. It the
patients f'a1l to respond to.this treatment, then .ne

recommends division of the femoral ve1n.

veal and Hussey (82) recommend adll1n1strat1on ot

dilators to relieve vasospasm�•

This increases

ly■pnat1e flow, decreases edema, increases venous

pressure and flow and decreases tne ens.noes

pagation or the thrombus.

or pro

Elevation of the extremltJ

and active movem ent also 1s practiced oy tnem.

Tnia

nelps to increase flow or blood, thereby decreasing

tne ano.x·emia of tissue whien in turn decreases edema.
Tney !ind movement doesn't cause pulmonary embolism,

ratner Just tne opposite.

They also sugg•at diuretics

if tnere 1s a great amount of edema and state that small
doses of x-ray are orten helpful.

de Takata (31) believes 1n elevating the head

of tne oed, applying warm, wet dressings to the at

reeted limo, restr1c�1ng fluids to 1,000 cc. a day

and a low aalt d1et to be followed wlth nepar1n 1n early

cases.

If tne thrombus is not discovered early and the

patient has a great deal of perip.bleb1t1c reaction w1tn
edema, then he believes x-ray over scarpa's triangle and
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the lW!lbar paravertebral spaces of tne affected side
1a very helpful.

Thia doesn't affect the clot but

does have an effect upon the lymphatic infiltration

or the advent1t1a or the vessels, which 1n turn causes

most of the reflex vascular spasm and pain.

Keep the

patient in bed 10 days after tnc evening pulse has re

turned to normal, then let the·patient hang h1s feet
over the bed and perform a few foot exercises for 5
minutes.

If �he patient's temperature goes up after

this, then he needs more 1mmob1l1zat1on.

Welch and Faxon (85) recommend ligation of the

vena profunda 1n superficial phlebit1� to prevent

extension of the process into the femoral vein with

resulting thrombosis of deep veins, to prevent a

pulmonary embolism and to make patients ambulatory

sooner.

In deep phlebitis they elevate the head of

the bed. give sedatives and apply hot packs to the af
fected extremities.

They forbid the packs to become

cold, or else this .:,rill increase vaaospasm.

They also

recommend ·a sympathetic block repeatedly with procaine
eydroohlor1de about the lW11bar region to relieve vaao

spaam.

Kvale, smith and Allen (90) advise sympathectomy

for this spasm.

Welch and Faxon (85) sW!lmarize with a Thera-
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peat1c Gulde.
1·. Sup�rfielal Phlebltis.
a. Great ea�• to exclude deep phlebitis.
b. D1v1a1on of aapnenoua.
2. Deep Fnleo1tis wtth no Infarct.
a• ln All cases
(l) Blevat1o:a
(2) Heat
(3) Sedatives

Under 40 years of age, this 1a probably
all the treatment necessary.

Over 5U years or age, ligation to prevent
7 per cent. mortality.
Over 70 years of age, 11gat1en to prevent
20 per cent mo�tal1ty.

•3• Deep Fhleolt1s with infarct.
a. immediate l1gat1on with suction to re
move thrombi to prevent 10 per cent
mortal1ty or next infarct.

4. Pulmonary infarct with no Evidence of Phleoit1a.
a. Immediately do venograms on aoth sides.
b• can use .·nepar1n, d1coumar1n or do a 11gation.

Tne problem of ligation of velns ls oy no means

settled.

Outstanding men 1n tne field of vasoular

diseases are not 1n agreement as to when tney should oe
done or w�ere to ligate.

liomans (43) always t·rles elevation of the extre11ity,

witn neat and aedat1ves oefore any otne..r form of tnerapy
ls 1nst1tuted.

!f this fails, ne then recommends

ligation to oe tol1owed oy elevation of the extremity

tor one week and an elastio bandage wnen the patl•nt
becomes amoulatory.

sears (73) 1a of the op1n1on, nowev•�
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that ligation should be done as soon as the d1agnos1s
of thrombosis is made. 'His reasons are that it removes
the danger of embolism and permits the patient to

become ambulatory sooner •

.tie follows the same treat

ment as Homans aft.er ligation.

Weloh and Faxon (85) state that after ligation,

the tnrombus may e�tend to the' next venous rad1cle
'
proximally. tiowever, ·.though. this is practica1·1y never

seen the vein should be opened before ligation to re

move any floating thrombi.

To determine where to l1aate, one may take a

venogram to better visualize where the thrombus lies.

Fine and Sears (36) state that division of the femoral

vein Just below the vena prof'unda is the most de

sirable site for blocking the discharge of an embolus

from the deep veins because no proximal segment of

vein with a sluggish stream i s left, while the �ro

tunda and internal saphenous remain adequate pathways

for the return of' blood.

They continue to say, however,

that divlsion of the popliteal vein should be avoided

because this will aggravate the symptoms and the cl.ot.

may .extend beyond the popliteal.

They are als:o o� the

opinion that ligation should be performed immediately

after diagnosis.
Fine, Frank and st.arr (35) take a different out-

,-
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look on the p1cture and state that they like to

divide the femoral above the entrance or tne vena

profunda because of an occasional em·bol1sm from the
v�na profu�da.

Whether the ll.gation is done below

or above the profunda, the operation 1s a eompara�ivel7
s1mple procedure and 1s done und•r local anest�eata.

However, many times 1t 1s necessary to d1v1de the common
. 111ac to prevent an emooliaa and tnla 1a teellnl•all¥
a much more d1ft1cul� operation�

An extra peritoneal

approach is made to re�eh this vein.

some men nave

even recommended this as the choice of ligation opera
tion, but it seems ratner unnecessary .if a femoral li

gation will give as good results.

Kahorner and Ochsner (50) nave used leeches with

good results 1n causing rapid disappearance of pain,

tenderness and subsidence of edema and fever and for
shortening the duration of the phleb1t1a.

sometl.Jlea

theclot softens and objective evidence of 1ts presence
disappears.

To counterbalance the good effects of

these worms, however, is �h• very unpleasant appearance

they make. on th� patient and many patients cannot or
will not tolerate them.

Other than this, 1s the fact

that they can't be aequ1red at will when they are
needed.
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In preventing formation and extension or the
thrombus and a future emoolism, heparin has been
used for many years, while dicoumarin only for the
most recent years.

Heparin has had a long struggle

to become recognized as an important drug to be used
to prevent extension of a tnrombua and a future embolism.

In its-early stage, it was not purified and

was nighly toxic.

However, it has now been purified

and is much less· toxtc, but because heparin· 1s so
expensive, so·d1ff1cult to administer and because the
dos�ge must be indiv1dual1zed, depending on the coagulation time, 1t has taken the backseat to d1coumar1n.

There are two methods of adm1n1atering neparln (7�).

Tne Scandinavian method utilizes repeated single in
jections, while _that used 1n this country is con

tinuous therapy and given in saline or 5 per cent glu
cose.

It shouldn't be used before four hours after

surgery, depending on hemostaais.

At the first hi'nt of

tnrombosis or·emoolism it snould be started,· and snould

be continued until after tne crisis has passed and tne
patient can be actively moving about.

Enough should be

given to maintain clotting time at 15 minutes (Wright's

method).

Should a tendency toward hemorrhag• de-

velop, stop the drug immediately.

This will handl.•
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the ease very nicely.

Clotting time returns to

normal one hour after stopping 1nJect1on.

The synthetic d1coUDlar1n 3,3'-metnylebebis
' .

(4-nydroxyeoumarin) is largely re1Jlac1n� heparin.
It has three outstanding advantages over the latter.
1. The effectiveness when administered
orally.
2. Prolonged action.
3. Cheapness of cost of therapy.

Dicoumar1n can be given either orally or as the

disod1um· salt 1ntraTenoua1y·.

Bingham,. Meyer and

Fnhle/(91) state that the prolongation in protnrombin

time is not· effective until 24 hours after administra

tion of the ma�erial by mouth and there is a similar,

but perhaps slightly sh�rter,. latent period with intra
venous administration.

They found whatever the size

or the dose, the initial latent period was always ob-

served and during the first two days the prolonga�ion

of prothromb1n time was approximately the same.
.

.

Only

after this period will large doses exhibit a gfeater

depression of prothrombin _activity.

Butt, Allen and

Bollman (21) state that the ideal eff&ctive dose for

humane le not yet known, but repeated smaller doses

are better tnan large single doses •. They gave single
doses of 1,000 mg. apparently with no bad effects,

but Bingham, Keyer and Pob.le believe that doses of 2
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to 4 mg. of the dlsodlum salt given intravenously
1s somewhere near the safe therapeutic dose.

such

doses as this prolong the protnromb1n time to about

40 per cent to 50 per cent or normal and usually pro
longs the coagulation time s1gn1f1cantly.

Similar

dosages by moutn are prooaoly also adequate.

R•

peated transtue1ona of serum or whole blood are the
only known counteractants at tne present time.

AS

can be seen, this drug 1s just comlog lnto gemral
use and little 1s yet known about 1t.

The�efore,

tnese men urge to those who employ this material to
continue to select tne patients carefully, avoiding
those with gross nepat1o disease and for the present
to use only minimal effective doses.
It a patient nas suffered a minor embolism and
sits up in bed .gasping for breath, ls cyanotic, ap

prehensive and complains of severe pain 1n the chest,

the� wnat 1s one to do tor these people?

No one will

argue that this le indeed an acute emergency.

Because

the nursing start usually finds the patients first,

.

.

de Takata (31) divides the emergency treatment 1nto tw o

pnases: (1) tnat administered by a member of the nursilli

staff and (2) that to be followed by the intern.

When

a nurse comes upon a patient with the above symptoms
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oxygen should be obtained and given �mmed1ately.
This should be followed by atropine grains l/75

suocutaneously and papaver1ne grains 1/2.

A nar

cotic order is necessary 1:>efore this laa.t can be
given however.

When the intern arrives he will give

papaverine grains 1/2 1ntravencualy and if, no marked
flushing or the race and dllitat10n of the pupil ls

present, he will repeat the atropine grains 1/75

intravenously also�. papaver1ne and atropine are

to be repeated every. four hours until the patient 1s
out _of danger.

If· a wrong diagnosis nae been made and

the patient has a coronary attack, a cerebral vascular
accident, or acute pulmonary edema then the aoove treat
ment will do no narm, out on the contrary it w111 be
oenefic1al here also.

If it 1s the policy of tne at

tending poyalclan, tnen ligation may be done immediately

or e1tner nepar1n or dieoumar1n may oe started to pre
vent more attacks because stat1stios show that a
patient· nae a 40 per cent cnanee of getting a second
embolus and a 12 per oent chance of having more than
two attacks.

When the above treatment of oxygen,

atropine, and papver1ne was given at St• Luke's 1n
Chicago, 82 per cent of tne patients survived against

only 12 per cent who did not receive this rorm or

ti8

therapy (34).

Keglbow, Katz and Ste1n1tz (12), in

addition to this torm or treatment, recommend

qu1n1d1ne sulfate grains 3 two times a day 1f cardiac
arrhythymias develop.

Thls ls to prev�nt death trom

vent�icular tlbrillation.
de Takata, Beck and Fenn (33) state tnat atropine
1s the most effective 1nh1b1tor of vagal and.depressor
reflexes.

center.

Furtnermore, lt stimulates the resplratory

Adrenalin heN does more harm than good because

pulmonary edema 1s very marked after 1ts use.

Atropine

prevents death from reflexes orlglnating from the area
1n which the embolus lodges •

.Amyl nitrite or sodium

nitrite were of no nelp either.

Papaverine la used to

relax tne bronchial musculature and spasm and decrease
tne pressure 1n the pulmonary arteries.

llorpnlne was

of no nelp nere and de Takata (31) reveals that morphine·
and digitalis sensitize tne vagus and therefore are
definitely contraindicated.

Papaver1ne acts directly

on tne smootn musculature and ls superior t·o other
alveolar dilators because it doesn't raise the pul
monary pressure nor produce a fall in systemic pressure
as do the nitr1tes.

Any drug which increases blood

!low to the pulmonary arteries and pulmonary bed by
increasing the output ot the right aide of tne heart

may do narm as tney 1nerease the pulmonary .cypertens1on

CS9

and accelerate the -impending failure of the righ,

side of tne heart.

venesection is of little value also to relieve

acute cor pulmonale because it 1s only of.temporary
value and the heart will soon build up the same

pressure as before, while it may do no harm in pre
cipitating snock.

Churchill· {22) states that 1! the

right heart la dilated and failing then it 1s all

right to do a venesectlon because it may aid it to

recoyvr 1ta competency.

ttowever, with obstruction·

and a high level of pressure built up by the right
heart that 1a working to force blood past the ob

struction, veneseetion 1s harmful because it further

decreases this pressure and this ls_ dangerous because
this helps to decrease a.dangerously ineffective

cardiac output.

After the emergency has passed treatment should be

instituted to prevent another thrombus from forming or

to prevent one which nae already formed froJ becoming
detached.

This form of therapy has already been dis

cussed.
KaJor Attack
wnen the patient suffers an embolism, which com-
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pletely blocks the pulmonary artery, 1t 1s evident
that atropine, oxygen and papaverine will not save
h1.m.

However, 1n all oases �nese should be given first.

Tne patient wUl exhibit the picture ot·protound s4ock
ratner t.nan Just dyspnea and cyanoais.

The treatment

to be instituted here must be begun .very rapidly after
the attaek occurs or else the patient will not survive
tor long.

With complete obstruction, the only thing

wnich will save the patient ls to remove tne ob
struction.

An pperation nas been devised for this pur

pose and ls called tne Trendelenburg Operation.

or

an embolectomy, aayo states, "In the last tew

years much attention .nas been directed to metnods ot
removing clots from the pulmonary artery.

There un

doubtedly nave been many lives saved, but the procedure
ls most herole and cannot even be attempted in most
nospitals.

wnen embolectomy ls to be done, the staff

to whom tne operative tec.6.nie is to be entrusted must
be at han� and tne procedure must at all times be per

fect in every detaU."

Th1s -fully describes wnat tne

surgeon ls up against.

onurchill and h1e coworkers (22)

nave nad lU failures, yet tney still recommend the
operation but with certain precautions and thoughts to
•

be held constan\ly 1n m1nd •

9 1·
1. certain patients rally rrom tne 1n1t1al
effects of embolism and eventually re
cover from what was apparently a moribund
condition.
2. neath may be impending from right heart
failure.
3. Diagnosis is d1ff1cult and uncertain at
times.
4. Tne operation is tecnnieally difficult
and nazardous.
Nystrom (22) wisely advises postponement or
operation until the patient 1s at tne poi�t of
deatn to compensate tor tnese tour conditions.
Gibbon (39) states ;tnat a decreased �eart output
1s the cause or deatn 1n massive pulmonary embolism.
Because of the obstruction, blood can't be transferred

from the venous slde to the arterial side, thereby
producing increased carbon dioxide retention, de

creased oxygen saturation, d1stent1on or tne venous
side with collapse of t.l:le arterial s�de.

secause an

emboleetomy must be done w1th_extreme naste and skill,
Gibbon devised a complicated, but eff1c1ent, mechanism
wn1ch took the place of the lungs dur1bg surgery and
relieved all of these conditions.

It worked tor short

periods with good results and he believes it may nave
some bearing on the above operat1on 1n future years.
Because of the extremely hign mortality following
massive pulmonary embolism and the exceedingly difficult
operation which must be performed, 1t can be seen at
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one• how much better 1t is to prevent the. embolism

tnan to try and save the patient once 1t nae struck.

SUW4.ARY

Although neither thrombus formation nor a
pulmonary embolism is the most common compl1cat1on
of surgery and other diseases, tney are, without ·a
doubt, the most unpredictable and hazardous.

The

irony of 1t all 1s exemplified by the common picture

of the attending physician assuring the family that
the patient 1s going to recover, only �o have the
patient suddenly fall back in bed atrickened with a
fatal pulmonary embolism.
To begin treatment after the patient l!&s been

strickened with an embolism can be likened, i'n certain
caaea,·to the story of the farmer who closed the barn
door after the horse was stolen.

Kany times it 1s too

late to save the patient; in otner cases the patient
may be saved if immediate treatment is instituted.
However, emergency treatment should be instituted in
all cases. · Treatment should begin wnen the patient

is hospitalized or at tne time or surgery to prevent
the formation of a tnrombus.

such simple procedures

as deep breathing, frequent turning of the patient 1n
bed and simple exercises can serve to adequately pro
tect tne patient.

Though we know that these two

· complications occur more often'1n the obese, patients
93
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over 40 years ot age, those with malignancies,
following surgery and more especially in the lower
abdominal and pelvic. regions and those with cardiac
disease, we should not confine our preventive pro
cedures to these conditions ·alone, but make them
routine proee�urea, thereby missing none and offeri.Qg
the advantage of protection to all.
The final chapter on this subject is yet to be
written, however a new and most revolut1on1z1ng
chapter 1a being written at the present time--at th1a
moment.

Dicoumar1n is responsible for this new

chapter. ·Although heparin has been known for quite
some time, its.cost, the method of adm1n1strat1on and
its toxicity has limited 1ts use; however-, d1coumar1n

does not have these disadvantages and promlses to be
the answer to tne question.

lt is being used widely

at Mayo's and other clinics at the present time, but
it will oe some time yet before an adequate numoer of
cases have been studied and reviewed and the true
picture of its poss1bil1t1es revealed.
In closing, the importance of: tnie problem.will
be more depply imprinted in the reader's mind 1f the

reader realizes that 34,000 people die yearly from

pulmonary embolism and unless this expectantcy can be

modified, then 3,oou,000 people 11v1ng 1n this country
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will meet death at the hands of an embolism. (12)
It this many patients are dying or pulmonary em
bolism, eitner the physicians are not pract1c1:og
adequate prevention or their preventive methods are
or little help and I believe sufficient evidence
has been presented in the preceeding pages to say
that lt 1a not the· latter.
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